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REPORT SUMMARY.
In order to provide practical information for the informed prioritization of Panthera´s jaguar conservation
investment in the southern range of the species, an investigative survey was conducted during June –

December 2014 covering Jaguar Corridor Initiative network´s features in the Southern Andes Tropical
forest and Dry Chaco forest Jaguar Geographic Regions of Argentina, Bolivia and Paraguay. Information was

obtained from interviews, documents and field observations, and permitted to assess the current status of

jaguars in the regions of concern and the severity and scope of their main threats. On that basis, the priority
issues and near-term actions that may ultimately help to further advance Panthera´s jaguar conservation
vision in the region were identified.
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Co-researcher: Jeffrey J. Thompson (Associate research Scientist at Guyra Paraguay).
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1. INTRODUCTION
1.1. The Jaguar Corridor Initiative.
The key insight gleaned from studies of jaguar demography and conservation genetics is that preserving

source populations alone is inadequate to avoid the negative demographic and genetic consequences
inherent to small population size and that resilience requires the maintenance of dispersal channels
between them (Eizirik et al., 2001). However, due to the spatial requirements of jaguars and to the

recognition that pressure on their habitat to provide various conflicting services is immense and likely to
continue (Magrin et al., 2007; Alexandratos et al., 2012; Willaarts et al., 2014), it is plausible that in the
decades ahead few administrative units will be able per se to contain the minimum number of interacting
local populations necessary for long-term persistence.

These conclusions provided a compelling argument for the creation of the Jaguar Corridor Initiative (JCI),
a clearly articulated and inspiring range-wide conservation strategy launched by Panthera which seeks to

ensure that key breeding jaguar populations identified in earlier range-wide priority setting exercises for
the species (Sanderson et al., 2002; Zeller, 2007) have a possibility to share genetic material and exist in a

meta-population framework, thereby enhancing the possibility of their long-term survival (Rabinowitz &
Zeller, 2010).

Steady state range-wide analysis of the connectivity and distribution of core jaguar populations, allowed
for the identification of a 4.5 million km2 network for the conservation of the species stretching from

Mexico to northern Argentina (Zeller & Rabinowitz, 2011; Zeller et al., 2013). The construction and
on-going maintenance of such a huge conservation network, obviously depends upon a wide array of
stakeholders working together across multiple jurisdictions and different forms of tenure arrangements.

Thus, the idea of “connecting the dots” behind the JCI goes far beyond the ecological concept of functionally

interconnected natural systems, and escalates towards a more comprehensive interpretation in which links
are also identified and established between people, between policy and practice and between land and the

users and owners of the wider landscape where jaguars roam, creating opportunities for new strategies
and partnerships that can contribute to connectivity conservation and resilience in working landscapes.

Since 2006, the JCI is an official component of the Mesoamerican Biological Corridor Program within which
Panthera acts as the “glue” boundary organization coordinating stakeholders across various scales and

facilitating the necessary flow of resources, information and skills required to conduct on-ground jaguar

conservation activities. Currently, this inclusive conservation strategy is extending beyond Mesoamerica

southwards through mission-funded programs and activities aimed to develop intra- and cross-scale
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partnerships which may ultimately help mainstream jaguar conservation in the political, economic, social,

and cultural arenas found across South American nations. Essentially, the idea is to promote the coordination

between pre-existent conservation activities undertaken within the geographical area covered by the JCI,
as well as to fill potential geographical and specific to jaguar conservation know-how gaps, with a view to
ensuring that they all ultimately contribute to an overarching jaguar conservation strategy consonant with
the species´ ecological and spatial needs.

Image 1. The Jaguar Corridor Initiative’s conservation network
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1.2. The end of the trail: A close-up view on the ecological platform for regional and site-based
conservation actions across the southern range of the jaguar.
Of the 36 geographic regions historically inhabited
by jaguars (JGR), those including the southernmost

core areas today are the Atlantic Forest, the
southern Tropical Andes Forest and the Chaco Dry

Forest (Zeller 2007). While restoration of habitat
connectivity and additional costly interventions,
such as translocations or assisted reproduction,
are already viewed as promising management

strategies for jaguar populations inhabiting the
highly fragmented Atlantic Forest (Haag et al., 2010),
timely action in the implementation of a strategy that
maintains connectivity may prevent this situation to
expand in the less known jaguar populations found in

the southern Andean forest of Argentina and Bolivia

and in the Chaco forest of Argentina, Bolivia and
Paraguay. The backbone of the JCI across this part
of the jaguar’s range comprises the so-called BaritúCalilegua, Argentine Chaco and Gran Chaco Jaguar

Image 2. Location of the JCI´s sites across focal JGRs.
JCUs are numbered as follows: 1= Baritú-Calilegua;
2 = Chaco; 3 = Gran Chaco. Potential jaguar pathways
are highlighted in green.

Conservation Units (JCU), which in combination with

the corridors delineated between them comprises
the region of concern for this study.

Table 1. Key features of jaguar populations representative of the JCI across the southern range of
the species. The methodological scheme establishing the network performance baseline for our focal
sites are described in Sanderson et al. (2002), Zeller (2007) and Zeller et al. (2013).
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al., 2014; Persson et al., 2014), in addition to other

1.3. Project Overview.

factors, such as infrastructure development (IIRSA,

2005; IDB, 2006; Dijck et al., 2006), pervasive

1.3.1. The problem.

poverty in rural areas, institutional weaknesses and

uncertainties and lack of both timely conservation

During the past two decades, widespread large-

action and a unified conservation strategy between

scale land conversion and human encroachment

jaguar advocates.

has caused an unprecedented loss, degradation
and fragmentation of jaguar habitats (FAO, 2010;

Harris et al., 2012; Hansen et al., 2013) and

1.3.2. Goal and objectives.

subsequent population declines throughout large

parts of their range (Caso et al., 2008). One of the

Aware of the aforementioned threats to jaguars
and its potential implications in the fulfilment of

most dramatic examples of recent and on-going

a jaguar conservation strategy at the appropriate

jaguar range contraction occurs in the southern

scale for this species, we conducted an investigative

part of its range, where jaguars are increasingly

survey aimed to provide practical knowledge for the

confined to a mosaic of remnant populations of

informed prioritization and expansion of Panthera´s

variable size threatened with geographical isolation

(Altrichter et al., 2006; Paviolo et al., 2008; Rumiz

conservation investments in the southern range of

et al., 2012). Habitat loss and degradation within

the jaguar.

and between regional jaguar strongholds (Grau et

al., 2005; Palacios et al., 2013; Müller et al., 2014),

The specific purpose of this consultancy is:

widespread native prey base collapse (Altrichter

& Boaglio 2004; WCS, 2008; Canale et al., 2012)

1. To offer updated and essential information
on the conservation status of jaguars in the

and direct killing of jaguars (Ojeda & Mares, 1982;

Perovic & Herran 1998; Quiroga et al., 2013) are the

Baritú-Calilegua, Chaco and Gran Chaco Jaguar
Conservation Units.

main direct threats to the species. Main proximate

drivers of threats include various types of sectorally
and geographically coupled intensive production

2. To inform on the current ecological condition

well as traditional livestock production in forests

linking the above JCUs and verify their recent

and threats to previously delineated corridors

systems (Gasparri & le Polain de Waroux, 2014), as

(Bucher and Huszar, 1999; Perovic, 2002; Grau et

use by jaguars.

al., 2008). Underlying drivers of jaguar declines
in this region include greater integration of the

3. To estimate the proportional area used by the

strong international investment, increased demand

of the aforementioned corridors, and identify

jaguar and key prey at the beginning/endpoints

agricultural economy in international markets,

the main factors shaping the observed patterns

in the domestic market due to the growth of the
urban population (Pacheco et al., 2011; De Castro et

of use.
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for jaguars. This information was complemented by

4. To identify potential conservation partners for

data obtained through ad-hoc camera trapping and

future in-site collaboration.

by reconnaissance surveys conducted at different
sites within the area of knowledge of our informants.

5. To identify locally suited and implementable
priority

actions

complementing

existing

To achieve the objective 3, we modelled survey data

conservation initiatives or filling crucial gaps.

using an occupancy modelling framework to take

into account the effect of imperfect detection in the

1.3.3. General methods.

sampling, incorporating the effects of region-wide

environmental and anthropic factors hypothesized

The information for this work was gathered

to potentially determine site use by each focal

through a combination of field research protocols

species and the prey community by itself and in

designed by Panthera for rapid field assessments
(Zeller et al., 2011) with interviews and personal

combination with use by jaguar.

interactions with local informants, as well as from a

comprehensive review of reports and publications

To achieve the objective 4, we established contact

scientific literature, and publically accessible online

in conservation related issues to obtain an accurate

with key individuals from key institutions involved

from government agencies, newspaper articles,

picture of potential opportunities for in-site

databases.

collaboration.

To achieve the above stated objective 1, a

comprehensive literature review was conducted

To achieve the objective 5, the information obtained

from local jaguar experts and people with intimate

and data analysis was used as the basis on which

from documents, interviews, field observations

and updated-first hand information was gathered

priority near-term actions to help conserve jaguars

knowledge of the areas concerned.

were identified.

To achieve the objective 2, we used field research
protocols designed by Panthera which have been

shown to be useful for rapid field assessments.
Specifically,

we

conducted

semi-structured

interview surveys with key local informants to

gather site-specific information on the ecological
condition and threats to corridors sections located

next to the boundaries of the JCUs of concern.
Interviews were also used to obtain detection/nondetection data on jaguars and other medium to-large

sized species selected by their importance as prey
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Image 3. A stronghold for Jaguars in Paraguay: Defensores del Chaco National Park

2. REGIONAL PROFILES FOR ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT AND CONSERVATION.
The JCI´s network straddle the boundaries of different administrations, where various levels of government

institutions and civil society, not-for-profit conservation organizations, as well as different policies, laws
and regulations, affect the conservation of jaguars and their habitat. This assessment includes a brief review

of the current legislative basis and institutional infrastructure, as well as of conservation organizations
working in our focal regions, which have a role in this process.
2.1. Argentina

The Secretary of Environment and Sustainable Development (SAyDS) and the National Park Administration

(APN) are the lead institution for the definition and implementation of federal environmental policies.
This includes the creation and management of national parks, the design of regional planning strategies
aimed to improve connectivity among national and sub-national protected areas, and the stipulation of

minimum standards for the protection of the environment beyond the limits of protected areas. Provincial

environmental agencies are represented on a national level by an environmental policy entity called the

Federal Council of the Environment (CoFeMa), which was created to coordinate aspects pertaining to
environmental management at all levels of government. The Federal System of Protected Areas (SIFAP),
on the other hand, is a multi-stakeholder protected area unit created through an agreement between
the provinces by CoFeMa, SAyDS and APN. The main objective of SIFAP is to form a coordinating body to
overcome barriers to conservation inherent with the lack of uniformity in the provincial systems.

The protected area system comprises National Parks and different forms of sub-national protected areas

(province/regional/municipal). In relation to protected areas in neighbouring countries, National Parks
in Argentina have a high-funds-per hectare ratio and are well-managed. Sub-national protected areas are
generally underfunded and mismanagement is the norm.
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Table 2. National and sub-national protected areas in focal areas in Argentina.

In Argentina biosphere reserves have no legal status as such. Nevertheless, a number of national rules
applies to them (e.g. MABs programme, the National General Environmental Law, the Law of Native Forest

and National Parks Act) and there is a Coordination Unit MAB-UNESCO within the SAyDS performing tasks

of the MAB´s programme. Within our area of concern, the Las Yungas Biosphere Reserve (YBR) covers

13,489 km2 in the provinces of Salta and Jujuy. Approximately 13% of its surface is legally protected (e.g.

“core areas” of the YBR include the Baritú and Calilegua National Parks and Laguna Pintascayo Provincial

Park), while outside protected areas (buffer and transition zones) lands are managed out independently by

local municipalities and overseen by the provincial governments with a focus on sustainable resource uses.
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Few corridors have been established to date in Argentina. There exist, however, an on-going APN lead

project aimed to implement a biodiversity corridor across the Argentine semiarid Chaco from the areas

comprising the Chaco JCU up to the limit with Paraguay. There is also interest in establishing a corridor
between major protected areas in the Southern Andean Tropical forest of the province of Salta, the

jurisdiction within which the Baritú-Calilegua JCU is largely included; as well as a bi-national corridor
between the Baritú National Park and the Tariquía Flora and Fauna National Reserve (Bolivia). The

responsibility for the creation of corridors is delegated to provincial and state-level authorities (e.g. APN).

Image 4. The implementation of the Law 26.331 has resulted in forested lands across Argentina included in the
categories of high, medium and low conservation value. The colors of the maps represent a “traffic light” for land-use
change. Green means that the land-use change is allowed; yellow corresponds to forests that can be managed in a

sustainable manner, and red means that those forests cannot be touched. Land use planning of forest in the province
of Formosa represents a particular case, in which corridors and productive areas must retain a minimum percentage
of forest cover (80% and 40% respectively). Hatched areas represent the Baritú-Calilegua and the Chaco JCUs.

There is national legislation regarding jaguar management and conservation. For instance, through the Law
25.463 Panthera onca is legally declared a National Natural Monument in Argentina, giving mandate to the

APN and the National Secretary of Fauna and Flora (a dependence of the SAyDS) to develop and implement

(in collaboration with provincial environmental agencies where the jaguar is present) management plans
for the species.

Among legal tools of particular relevance for large-scale conservation initiatives in Argentina is the Law on
Minimum Standards for Environmental Protection of Native Forests (Law 26.331/2007), whose objectives

are to promote the conservation of native forests through land planning, sustainable management and

tightening the regulations for land-use change. The Law 26.331 establishes the obligation on the part of the
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provinces to conduct land-use planning of native forests within their jurisdiction, considering the different
interests of the various stakeholders in each province.

In implementing Law 26.331, the provinces are required to conduct quantitative and qualitative surveys of
forests and subsequently categorize and map them by conservation value. This is done following a number

of minimum environmental criteria (Table 3), though the provinces remain free to include additional ones.
For instance, the province of Salta is currently considering the inclusion of “areas harbouring jaguar” as
an additional criteria guiding land use planning within its jurisdiction. The implementation of the Native
Forest Law has resulted in forested lands across the country included in the categories of high, medium

and low conservation value, each with specific permitted land uses and to be updated every 5 years. In

a broad sense, forestlands of high value are devoted to conservation, the forest of medium value can be
used to develop sustainable productive activities under the guidelines of management plans and low value

forestlands are susceptible of transformation. The different forest categories are interspersed across the

landscape, through high value forestlands are often surrounded by medium value forests acting as buffers.
Use restrictions imposed on lands including high and medium conservation value forests, can be economically
compensated through a national fund. In this regard, the affected landowner can apply for compensations

by submitting a management plan of his property to the Provincial Enforcement Authority, outlining the

production activities (in line with land-uses permitted for the forest category) to be undertaken. These
management plans must be ultimately authorized and cleared by the SAyDS. Beneficiaries of compensations

are required to invest 70% of the funds in activities promoting the conservation of their lands, while the
remaining 30% must be released to the Provincial Enforcement Authority to cover the cost of technical
assistance and monitoring.

In addition to various levels of government institutions influencing biodiversity conservation, there is a

plethora of not-for-profit conservation organizations working across our areas of concern in Argentina. A

particularly important partner to achieve the JCI´s objectives in the country is the The Conservation Land
Trust (CLT). CLT actively works in the creation of protected areas and is currently developing a jaguar captive
breeding program aimed to supply individuals for reintroduction in the Iberá wetlands of north-eastern
Argentina (Corrientes province). In the medium-term, CLT expects to reinforce the tiny population of
jaguars found in the Argentine Chaco by expanding its jaguar reintroduction program to the recently created
Impenetrable National Park. Providing technical assistance to CLT in jaguar related issues is the Atlantic

Forest Research Center – Insitute of Subtropical Biology (CeIBA-IBS), which promotes jaguar conservation
through long-term high-quality research in areas out of the scope of this assessment (Atlantic Forest) and

is also involved in research on medium-to large sized mammals in the Chaco. Other potential conservation

partners include the ProYungas Foundation, which is the lead non profit conservation organisation in the
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Table 3. Criteria relevant to jaguar conservation followed to define conservation categories according to the
National Law 26,331.

Southern Andean Tropical Forest of north-western Argentina. ProYungas operates within the framework

of the Yungas Biosphere Reserve, and under this umbrella project develop a number of activities including

the generation of ecological knowledge to assist in the development of management plans for forest lands
owned by individuals and large agribusiness. Finally, the Red Yaguarete is a watchdog non-profit jaguar

conservation group which plays an important role in monitoring the activities of governments, industry, or
other organizations and alerting the public when they detect actions threatening jaguars.
2.2. Paraguay

In Paraguay, the Ministry of Environment (SEAM) is the lead institution in charge of the formulation and
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enforcement of environmental policies and regulations, as well as in the management of the National
System of protected Areas (SINASIP). The SINASIP includes two major sub-systems: i) a sub-system under
public domain administered by the SEAM, which may be direct (e.g. National Parks, Natural Monuments)

or indirect (e.g. Biosphere Reserves); and ii) a sub-system under private domain (Nature Reserves)
administered by private landowners. In our focal region in Paraguay (e.g. Paraguayan Chaco), protected

areas are concentrated in the northern third of the region with a conspicuous lack of protected areas in
the central and southern parts. Governmental funding for protected areas is extremely low and lack of
personel and mismanagement is the norm.

Sub-national governments (departmental and municipal) include environmental secretariats that are

responsible of the implementation of policies within their jurisdiction. The Mennonite Cooperatives and

the Rural Association of Paraguay are the most important private sector organizations, and their decisions
affects the fate of forestland and biodiversity perhaps as much or more than environmental policies.

Table 4. SINASIP sites in the Paraguayan Chaco.
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The national environmental legal framework has an important number of laws and regulations. Of outmost

potential to advance jaguar conservation in the country is the recently adopted Law 5302/2014 for the
protection of Panthera onca. This law establishes the basis promoting mainstreaming of jaguar concerns
into sectoral and cross-sectoral plans programmes through application of economic tools. In this regard,

the law stipulates that the Authority of Application (SEAM), in coordination with the Department of
Agriculture and Ranching; the Department of Industry and Trade; the Rural Association of Paraguay and

the local associations that represent producer’s interests in areas inhabited by the jaguar, must develop

a system of certification of production which will import competitive advantages for the producer (e.g.
margin of preference in public contracts, differential valuation of the products and other market-based

incentives). The law recognizes that prior to the development of the aforementioned activity, it is necessary

to improve our knowledge on the status and range of the species throughout the country, in order to
delineate areas of critical importance for its long-term persistence or Jaguar Special Protection Zones (Art.

3, Law 5302/2014). Additionally, the law contemplates the translocation of conflictive individuals located
in productive areas to the aforementioned Special Protected Zones, as well as the implementation of a

jaguar monitoring system and measures of vigilance for the correct fulfilment of the norms. These and
additional activities that will be stipulated in the future plan for the management of the species, will be
financed by a National Fund created to the effect.

Image 5. A jaguar in a private ranch in northern Paraguay. If effectively implemented, the Law 5302/2014 harbours
potential to reverse the tenuous relationships between jaguars and humans that are pushing the jaguar to an ominous
decline throughout Paraguay.
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Given that 96% of the national territory is under private ownership, landscape-scale conservation of

jaguars and their habitat in Paraguay is dependent on the level of protection they are awarded in private
lands. In regards to the protection of the habitat, the Forestry Law (Law 422/73) permits 75% of the forests

or bush on any one property larger than 20 ha to be converted to pasture or crops. Therefore, landowners
are obliged to leave at least 25% of rural premises as land set-aside for conservation. Individual pastures
must be a maximum of 100 ha, separated by 100 m wide bush strips every 500 m and around the property

(Resolution No. 729/2000). Vegetated borders at least 100 m wide along drainage lines (including all types

of temporary or permanent waters) must also remain intact (Decree 18.831/86). Given that these strips
are additional to the forest reserve, any ranching development typically retains 45% of the original woody
vegetation. Permits for clearance are issued by SEAM on the basis of the plans submitted by the owner.

Image 6. A ranching development zoning model in the Paraguayan Chaco (Source: Arano & De Egea, 2014) and point
locations (yellow) along a corridor of brush of a GPS-collared jaguar in the Paraguayan Chaco (Source: McBride, 2009).

Other useful legal tools for the conservation of jaguar habitat in Paraguay are the 4241/2010 on

preservation of forest protecting water sources in the Chaco region, and the Law “On assessment of and
compensation for Environmental Services” (Law 3001/06), which provides for the granting of certificates
of environmental service whose performance as “securities” means they can be traded freely within the

framework of Paraguayan laws. This act compensates owners that conserve more than the minimum 25%

of forest stipulated as legal reserve in the Forestry Law. The funding for these payments come from fines
on owners who have destroyed more than 75% of the forest in their lands. Trade rights can be transferred
between landowners in the same ecoregion (e.g. Chaco) and also between landowners from different
ecoregions (e.g. Chaco and Atlantic Forest).
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In the Paraguayan Chaco, there are two NGOs

of Autonomies. The consequence of implementing

activities. One of them is the Wildlife Conservation

state is that it is not always clear how these new

these two dramatic restructurings of the Bolivian

implementing relevant to jaguar conservation

norms interact with pre-existing laws and which

Society (WCS), which provides technical assistance

capacities and responsibilities each level (national,

on conflict mitigation issues and sustainable land

departmental, municipal and indigenous) of

use planning in eight cattle ranches located in the

government has the authority to fulfil. The

northern third of the territory. The other is Guyra

Ministry of Environment and Water (MMAyA),

Paraguay, which in 2015 formally designated a

has the principal responsibility in the central

jaguar program within its organizational structure

Government for the conservation of biodiversity.

to manage research and conservation activities

Through the National Service for Protected Areas

oriented directly towards jaguar, sympatric

(SERNAP), the MMAyA has promoted the concept

carnivores and prey species. Guyra is currently

of shared management of the National System

initiating jaguar conservation activities addressing

of Protected Areas (SNAP), in which local civil

livestock depredation in the Paraguayan Pantanal,

society organizations, through co-administration

and is planning to expand its jaguar conservation

agreements, assume higher levels of responsibility

and research activities to the northern third of the

and make joint strategic decisions. The MMAyA also

Paraguayan Chaco as well. Research activities will

regulates forest use (e.g. award forest concessions,

include camera trap sampling at 400 sites in the

approve and monitor forest management plans)

Paraguayan Chaco across a deforestation gradient

through the Forest and Land Inspection and Social

to estimate medium and large mammal occupancy,

Control Authority (ABT), and regularizates and

as well as to estimate jaguar densities using a

redistributes public forestlands to rural peasants

spatial capture-recapture framework, as a function

and communities through the National Agrarian

of land use intensity. The jaguar program will also

Reform Institute (INRA). The SNAP includes

mark up to six jaguar and puma with GPS telemetry

national, departmental and municipal protected

collars in the Paraguayan Chaco within the study

areas. The protected area network in Bolivia

area of the camera trapping project to relate area

has the lowest available funds per hectare in the

use in relation to landscape configuration and prey

concerned countries. In general, protected areas

availability.

lack up-to-date management plans, sufficient

2.3. Bolivia

operating and investment funds and adequate
personnel to be effective in their conservation
objectives.

In Bolivia, the institutional and policy situation

for environmental management is currently in a
great deal of flux. This is mainly the result of the

Although the national policy arenas are currently

process of decentralization under the 2010 Law

initiative attempted from the centre, in the current

messy and hamper the advance of any conservation

newly implemented Constitution and a gradual
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state of affairs there are some reasonable prospects of ‘rational’ intervention through sub-national forms

of governments. Indeed, the aforementioned recent decentralization gives municipal governments a strong
role in forest, water and wildlife management within their jurisdictions. Therefore, working through local
government is likely to be the most effective – and perhaps the only – way of promoting biodiversity
conservation in present day Bolivia.

*In process of implementation.

Table 5. Protected areas in focal areas in Bolivia.

There is no specific legal framework for the conservation and management of jaguars in Bolivia, though a
bill of Natural and Departmental Heritage Conservation Units is currently being developed and the jaguar

is proposed, among other threatened species in the country, to be benefited by the promulgation of the
resulting Law.

Within areas of concern for this study, several NGOs implement donor funded projects in the areas of
rural development and environment. Prominent examples include Nature Bolivia Foundation and

Environmental Protection of Tarija (PROMETA). Nature Bolivia Foundation´s mission is to conserve
critical areas for biodiversity through compensation schemes for conservation or restoration of ecosystem

services. The Foundation works in regions largely overlapping the JCI network across the country, such
as the conservation corridors of Amboró-Tariquía, Madidi-Amboró and the Chiquitano corridor, which is
located in a critical region for the maintenance of connectivity between the Gran Chaco JCU and jaguar
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populations located further north and east. They are also working with municipal governments and

local communities in the development of a bi-national (Bolivia-Paraguay) protected area in the Chaco

region, adjacent to the south-western limits of the Gran Chaco JCU. PROMETA´s strategic lines to promote

biodiversity conservation include the creation and administration of departmental, municipal and private
protected areas, valuation of environmental services through research and strengthening governance and
capacity for sustainable management of natural resources by local organizations. This NGO is particularly
familiarised with the areas comprising the Bolivian side of the Baritú-Calilegua JCU, where it pioneered
the development of a management plan for the Tariquia Flora and Fauna National Reserve and conducted
biological and socio-economic assessments of the cross-border corridor Baritú – Tariquia.

Image 7. Location of relevant protected areas in relation to the JCI conservation network. Protected areas are numbered
as follows: 1) Serranías de Zapla Multiple Use Ecological Reserve, 2) Calilegua National Park, 3) Laguna Pintascayo

Provincial Park, 4) Baritú National Park, 5) Nogalar de los Toldos National Reserve, 6) Lote 51 and 52 Multiple Use
Provincial Reserve, 7) Acambuco Multiple Use Provincial Reserve, 8) Tariquía Flora and Fauna National Reserve, 9)
Aguarague National Park, 10) Quebracho Colorado Cabo Juan Departmental Reserve, 11) Kaa Iya del Gran Chaco National

Park, 12) Otuquis National Park, 13) Cerro Cabrera/Timane Nature Reserve, 14) Cerro Chovoreca Natural Monument,
15) Rio Negro National Park, 16) Defensores del Chaco National Park, 17) Médanos del Chaco National Park, 18) Ñu

Guazu Private Reserve, 19) Teniente Agripino Enciso National Park, 20) Tinfunque National Park, 21) Impenetrable
National Park, 22) Fuerte Esperanza Provincial Park, 23) Loro Hablador Nature Reserve, 24) Copo National Park. The

limits of Biosphere Reserves are highlighted in red. Corridors of concern are displayed in grey. Hatched areas represent
Jaguar Conservation Units.
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3. THE BIOPHYSICAL ENVIRONMENT ACROSS THE SOUTHERN RANGE OF THE JAGUAR.
The vast region comprising the austral Tropical Andes and the plains that expands from its eastern slopes
eastwards through the Paraguay river sub-basin, consists of a cluster of interacting ecosystems providing a

wide range of habitats that jaguars have occupied and uniquely adapted to. The Southern Andean Tropical
forests or “Yungas” of north-western Argentina and southern Bolivia, encompass the southernmost
extension of the tropical Andean-Amazonian forests that stretches from Venezuela to northwest Argentina

in a series of discontinuous strips covering 4.5-4.8 million hectares (Brown et al., 2001). Within the area
of concern for this study, the Yungas stretches a narrow ecological band of relatively high moisture levels
(800 - 2000 mm/year), that expand north to south for roughly 260 km from Tarija department (Bolivia) in
the North, down through Salta and to Jujuy provinces (Argentina).

Image 8. The dominant landscape of the Yungas is one of sweeping valleys, towering peaks and steep slopes, sandwiched

between the “wall” that marks the edge of the main Andean massif to the west and the Gran Chaco plains to the east
(left), location of southern Andean forest (dark grey) in relation to the JCI Conservation Network (right).

The Yungas play a critical role in the regulation of the regional hydrology by retaining the warm, moist

air from the Amazon basin as it moves south-westward and rises up the mountain chains (Brown & Grau,
1993). Precipitation levels and persistence of seasonal cloud cover vary along altitudinal gradients and
result in the formation of different forest types in the range from 400 to 2500 m.a.s.l., which in the broad

sense can be summarized as semi-deciduous to semi-evergreen, middle montane cloud forest. Two other

ecosystems (e.g. fog grasslands and highland Andean grassland or moist Puna) continue further up the tree
line within or bordering the western limits of the ecoregion (Grau & Brown, 2000; Blundo et al., 2012). The
most extensive and continuous patches of wet forest forms (e.g. montane subtropical forest and temperate
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montane forest) are found on the usually covered in fog slopes that are adjacent to the “wall” marking the

edge of the main Andean massif. Further east of this zone, the topography is characterized by a series of
steep parallel ridges that run north/south and that are separated by flat-bottomed valleys. In this sector,

which occupies extensive areas in the north-easternmost part of the Baritú-Calilegua JCU in Argentina and
Bolivia, moist forest types only occupy the ridges that are high enough for clouds to hit consistently during

much of the year (at altitudes from 800 m.a.s.l. upwards) and consequently they show a more fragmented
pattern. Premontane seasonal forests cover the mid and lower slopes of most of these outlier ridges, while

the intervening valley bottoms are usually dominated by stands of drier Chaco-like forests (Schulenberg
& Awrey, 1997). Jaguar presence has been reported from all ecological zones found in this region, from

premontane seasonal forests at 435 m.a.s.l. (Sosa, 2009) to wet puna grasslands above the tree line up to

3600 m.a.s.l. (Lodeiro Ocampo et al., in press.). Both males and females are regularly recorded in montane
temperate forest at 2400 m.a.s.l. during the warm rainy season, suggesting that highland jaguars may

perform vertical seasonal movements (Lodeiro Ocampo et al., in press.). Nevertheless, most jaguar records

across the Yungas come from the band of montane subtropical forest that in broad terms develop in the

Image 9. A female jaguar roaming confident and in broad day light along a mountain ridge in the Argentine Yungas.
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range from 700-1600 m.a.s.l. (Lodeiro Ocampo et

gradient: humid, transition and semi-arid Chaco

gathered throughout the Argentine Yungas,

The semi-arid Chaco is the one of concern for

al., in press.). From a total of 156 jaguar records

(Morello and Adamoli, 1968; Bucher, 1982).
this study. It is the driest (450 -700 mm/year)

Perovic (2002) found that 85% were associated

and more markedly seasonal sub-region, with

with the presence of water sources, which in this

a dry season typically spanning half of the year

mountainous region are largely represented by

though frequently suffer from extreme droughts.

lotic systems. This makes the aforementioned

Variation in rainfall, soils and subtle differences

band of montane subtropical forest a critical belt

in topography throughout the plains is reflected

for jaguar’s dispersal traits in the Yungas, as it

in different variants of the plant community,

constitutes the ecological zone with the highest

which usually appear in close proximity (Morello

level of inter-basin hydrologic continuity. Besides

& Adámoli, 1968). Major easily distinguishable

the jaguar, the large mammal assemblage found in

formations are the well drained upland flats, the

the Yungas includes species that are widespread

low-lying seasonally inundated flats and the bands

throughout the southern range of the species,

e.g. lowland tapir (Tapirus terrestris), peccaries

of gallery forest which cover raised levees and

(Pecari tajacu and Tayassu pecari) and grey

stable slopes in river margins.

brocket deer (Mazama gouazoubira). However, it
also includes species that are typically restricted

The semiarid Chaco is crossed by numerous

their southernmost range, e.g. red brocket deer

the defining characteristics of riparian areas as

intermittent and ephemeral streams, that share

to moister regions and reach in these mountains

(Mazama americana). Native prey species which

they act as corridors for life, including jaguars

(McBride, 2009; Rumiz et al., 2012), that requires

make up the bulk of jaguar’s diet in the Yungas

moister and cooler conditions than the surrounding

includes the whitte-lipped peccary, collared

uplands can provide. In the semiarid Chaco, major

peccary and tapir (Perovic, 2002).

permanent sources of water are largely restricted
to the Bermejo and Pilcomayo rivers, which drain

On the east side of the Yungas, a thin transitional

south-eastwards from the Yungas into the plains,

zone of sub-humid condition and gentle slopes

where they frequently shift their course to leave

gives way to an extensive plain of apparent

seasonally dry riverbeds and isolated lagoons in

evenness and xeric condition. Spanning southern

the adjacent deeper depressions. Water largely

and south-eastern Bolivia, central-north Argentina

determines the distribution and abundance of

and western Paraguay, the Gran Chaco is defined

large mammals in the semiarid Chaco (McBride,

by a distinctive vegetation – a low, dense, semi-

2009; Martínez & Caruso, 2013), as most of them

deciduous, subtropical thorn forest, woodland

show no special physiological adaptations for

or scrub – occupying extensive areas of alluvial

flatland (Parker et al., 1993). The Chaco is divided

coping with water limitation. Therefore, several
species persist in the region by concentrating

in three sub-regions based on an east-west rainfall
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in areas with relatively constant supplies that augments populations in more arid adjacent habitats or

by seasonal resource tracking and movements, especially during the cooler months of the dry season
(McBride, 2009). Prominent among such mesic species is the jaguar, the tapir, and the white-lipped peccary

(Swank & Teer, 1989; Taber et al., 1994; Brooks & Bodmer, 1997); which share the region with the endemic
chacoan peccary (Catagonus wagneri) and the other big cat of the Americas, the puma (Puma concolor).
Species which have small relict population include typical inhabitants of the extensive grasslands that

covered much of the region during geologically recent drier periods, such as the guanaco (Lama guanicoe).
The widespread collared peccary, the grey brocket deer and the giant anteater (Myrmecophaga trydactila)

adds to the rich large mammal community found in the semiarid Chaco, which within living memory has
been regarded as the ‘‘great gameland of South America’’. Peccaries in general and white-lipped peccary

in particular, have been identified as important prey items for jaguars in Chacoan environments (McBride
et al., 2010).

Image 10. A rare glimpse of a chacoan guanaco somewhere near the Bolivia-Paraguay border. A melting pot of
Amazonian and Patagonian origin faunas, the semiarid Chaco includes the only areas in the world where jaguars and
guanacos live side by side.
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4. PATTERNS AND DETERMINANTS OF JAGUAR (Panthera onca) OCCURRENCE IN HABITAT
CORRIDORS AT THE SOUTHWESTERN EXTENT OF THE SPECIES RANGE.

To provide a preliminary assessment of corridor
utility and identify broad-scale factors shaping
the jaguar´s patterns of occurrence at the austral

extent of the species’ range, we sampled the
beginning/endpoints of the corridors linking

the southern limit of the Gran Chaco Jaguar
Conservation Unit (JCU) to the Baritu-Calilegua

and Argentine Chaco JCUs using interviews within

an occupancy modeling framework (MacKenzie et
al. 2002, 2006).

We divided the connectivity corridors that link the
aforementioned JCUs into 6 km x 6 km quadrats,

of which we sampled 105 in sections of corridor
adjacent to the JCUs (Image 11). We sampled 47

sites adjacent to the Baritú – Calilegua JCU, 29 sites
adjacent to the Gran Chaco JCU, and 29 adjacent

to the Chaco JCU during June – December 2014.
We used multiple independent semi-structured

Image 11. Map of the study region within South America

interviews with local informants to register

and in relation to Jaguar Conservation Units and jaguar

species occurrence as replicated samples per

corridors in the region and the gridded jaguar corridors

sampling quadrat (Karanth et al. 2009, Zeller et

in the study area showing sampled quadrats.

al., 2011, Petracca et al. 2014). Alternatively, for
sparsely populated regions where the availability

map specific areas characterised by recognisable

an intimate knowledge of wildlife across multiple

the respondent was asked to comment only on

of informants was low and the same informant had

features indicated by the interviewee. Then,

contiguous sites (e.g. Paraguayan Chaco), we

species detected within these clearly delineated

assessed the detection of species at multiple sub-

zones within a sampling unit. Presence records

plots acting as spatial replicates within a sampling

for a given species were defined as sub-plot level

unit using the method developed in Martínez

occurrences when interviewees had no doubt as to

Martí (2011). In this case, to clearly delineate each

whether the species was locally present at the time

spatial replicate we located on a georeferenced

of interview or during the past year. We collected
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data on jaguar, puma and a suite of potential large prey species (>10kg) selected by their importance as

prey for both cats species as indicated in the literature. Focal species were the jaguar (Panthera onca),

puma (Puma concolor), lowland tapir (Tapirus terrestris), white – lipped peccary (Tayassu pecari), Chacoan

peccary (Catagonus wagneri), collared peccary (Pecari tajacu), gray brocket deer (Mazama gouazoubira),
red brocket deer (Mazama americana) and giant anteater (Myrmecophaga tridactyla).

The interviewees were all long-term resident ranch workers, who opportunistically hunt during their
routine work activities. During the interviews a species list was provided in Spanish or Guaraní, alongside

photographs of each animal. We recognize that there is the potential for significant bias in estimates from

interview data due to false positives (Miller et al., 2011), however, in our case we took precautions to
not include data from interviews where the subjects were equivocal in identifying species. Also, in the

large majority of the sites where a species was detected, it was registered in more than one sample, which
increased our confidence in the avoidance of false positives. Furthermore, because our survey was focused
on commonly harvested species (ungulates) or memorable enough to be easily recalled (large felids and
giant anteater), we found that the interviewees had no problem in identifying target species and even

differentiating between species of similar appearance, such as the different peccary and brocket deer

species. Finally, reliability of interviewee’s responses was also assessed by ad-hoc camera trapping and
sign surveys at multiple sampling units within the area of knowledge of the informants.

Image 12. Interviewees sharing their knowledge on local wildlife behind a puma skull. Argentine Chaco.
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To model the interview data we used a single

influence species occurrence, we modeled the

2002, 2006) using the R (R Core Team 2015)

constant detection model (25 models total). Given

season modelling framework (MacKenzie et al.

effect of all combinations of the covariates plus a
that the Chacoan peccary and red brocket deer

package unmarked (Fiske & Chandler, 2011). After

are confined to the Gran Chaco and the Yungas

modeling the effect of ecoregion (Chaco or Yungas)

ecoregions respectively, for each of these species

on species detectability, and finding no significant

we only analyzed data from sampling units that

effect across species, we assumed constant

corresponded to these species’ distribution.

species-specific detectability (p) in the modeling.

Subsequently, for the modeling of these species we

For modeling occupancy (Ψ) we chose four

did not include the effect of precipitation as mean

covariates that we determined to be of relevance

annual rainfall was similar among sample quadrats

to potentially determine species occurrence across

within each of those systems.

the study area. We included mean percent forest

cover for 2014 for each sampled quadrat derived
from forest cover and deforestation data from

Models were ranked using Aikaike’s Information

number of rural households (locally referred to as

based upon the overdispersion factor (ĉ) of the

Criteria (AIC) adjusted for overdispersion (QAIC)

Hansen et al. (2013) and Terra-í (2015) and the

global model (Burnham and Anderson 2002) but,

“puestos”) per sampling unit, registered during the

since what the true sample size is in occupancy

sampling, as a measure of local human influence.

models is unclear, we did not include an adjustment

for small sample size (QAICc). We selected best

Also, since data on human population density

model sets for each species including all models

at a relevant scale nor on the location of rural

with model weights which were within 10% of the

settlements were available, we utilized remotely

weight of the highest ranked model and conducted

sensed images of lights at night (NOAA, 2015) to

model averaging using the R packages AICmodavg

represent rural settlements and determined the

(Mazerolle, 2015) and MuMIn (Bartoń, 2015).

distance of each sampling unit from lights as an
additional measure of anthropogenic influence.

To represent study area-wide abiotic influences

Several of the modeled species have home ranges

precipitation since there is a strong decreasing

the assumption of population closure for the

larger than the sampling units, which violates

on species occurrence we included mean annual

occupancy modeling. Consequently, we interpret

east-west rainfall gradient across the Gran Chaco,

results as the probability of site use rather than

which then increases westward in the vicinity of

site occupancy sensu stricto. Using the model

the Yungas.

averaged coefficients we estimated unconditional

occupancy (predicted occupancy) for each species

All covariates were z-transformed so that means

for all sample sites and, using the unconditional

were equal to zero to facilitate the modeling.

occupancy estimates, species-specific detection

As we considered all the covariates to plausibly
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probabilities and detection histories, we estimated conditional site occupancy. In sampling quadrats where
a species was detected the conditional occupancy was 1, whereas in quadrats where a species was not
detected the occupancy probability is a function of the sampling effort and the probability of not detecting
the species (1 – p) so that the conditional occupancy is:

Additionally, using the site specific conditional occupancy estimates for each species we estimated the
probability of at least 5 of the 6 prey species potentially to be found at a site of using a site, where:

Ψprey = 1 – (the probability of none of the species using a sample quadrat) – (the probability of at most 4 prey
species using a sample quadrat).
We also estimated the probability of a site being used by at least 5 prey species and jaguar (Ψprey * Ψjaguar),
as well as the probability that the full community of sampled species was using a site (
Results

).

Covariate effects and unconditional occupancy
One species, the gray brocket deer, was ubiquitous throughout the sample sites being detected at all sites

and in nearly all replicates. Two additional species, puma and collared peccary, were also very common

throughout the sample sites which hindered the modeling covariate effects on occupancy. Consequently,
for these species we only estimated occupancy as constant across samples sites.

We modeled the effects of covariates on the six remaining species, choosing between three and seven

models in the best model set for each species with overdispersion factors (ĉ) of the global model for each
species ranging between 1.42 and 3.17 (Table 6). All species, except red brocket deer, illustrated a significant
effect of at least one covariate based on the model averaged coefficient estimates (Table 7, Img. 13). Jaguar

demonstrated a significant negative relationship with the number of puestos, and a positive relationship
with distance from light at night and percent forest cover. Both tapir and white-lipped peccary had positive

relationships with percent forest cover and mean annual precipitation and at the 90% confidence level
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with distance from light at night. Chacoan peccary showed a positive relationship with the distance from
light at night, while giant anteater had a negative relationship with mean annual precipitation (Table 7,

Img. 13). Detectability was high for all sampled species, ranging between 0.57 and 0.97. Finally, the mean

unconditional occupancy across all sites was from 0 to 20% higher than naïve estimates of site occupancy
(Table 8).

Covariates: puestos = number of puestos, dis_light = Distance from light at night, for_cover = percent forest cover,
precip = mean annual precipitation. a Mean annual precipitation not include in the modeling. w = model weight,
k = number of model parameters.

Table 6. Best model sets and covariate coefficients for occupancy estimates for jaguar, tapir, white-lipped peccary,
Chacoan peccary, red brocket deer, and giant anteater.
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a

Significant at the 90% level. bMean annual precipitation not include in the modeling.

Table 7. Species-specific estimates of covariate coefficients from the model averaged best model sets. Highlighted
values show statistically significant effects at the 95% level (where confidence intervals do not include 0).

a

variance could not be calculated. b unconditional occupancy was equal to 1 as the naïve estimate was 1.

Table 8. Naïve and mean conditional estimates of site occupancy and detection probability for all sampled species.
Numbers in parentheses represent lower and upper 95% confidence intervals.

Revising the graphs of the species-specific responses to the covariates, it can be seen that the predicted
occupancy of jaguar decreases by approximately half with each additional puesto, while increasing in a
near linear fashion with increasing distance from settlements (lights at night). Also, above ~60% forest

cover the estimated occupancy increases exponentially (Img. 13). White-lipped peccary and tapir show

similar responses to the distance from settlements, nearing 100% occupancy at about 50 km and large
increases in occupancy at forest cover above ~30% and in mean annual precipitation >600mm (Img. 13).
Predicted occupancy of giant anteater decreased rapidly at mean annual precipitation values >800mm and

for Chacoan peccary there was a continual predicted increase in occupancy with increasing distance from
settlements (Img. 13).
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Image 13. Predicted species-specific relationship between occupancy and each individual covariate when other
covariates are assigned their mean values for jaguar, tapir, white-lipped peccary, giant anteater, chacoan peccary and
red brocket deer. Dashed lines represent the 95% confidence interval.
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Conditional occupancy

Baritú – Calilegua JCU
The conditional occupancy of jaguar was high for sample sites to the southeast (the so-called Santa Rosa
corridor section) of the Baritú – Calilegua JCU with 90% of sites having 100% occupancy, whereas to

the northeast of the JCU (Aguarague/Acambuco corridor section), only 7% of sites had a occupancy of
100% (Img. 14). In general, the occurrence of individual prey species was high throughout the sample

sites. However, red brocket deer demonstrated a low estimated occupancy in a region in the northeast
corridor section and estimates for giant anteater were consistent with the rarity of the species in the
Yungas forest. The collective occurrence of prey species was also high in the two sample areas with 90% of

the sites estimated to have a >75% probability of use by five of the six sampled prey species. However, the
probability of site use by jaguar and at least 5 prey species was only >75% in 7% of the corridor section

to the northeast of the JCU, compared to 90% in the corridor section to the southeast of the JCU (Img. 14).
Only 8% of the sample sites had a probability of use of >75% by the entire community of species sampled,
all located in the corridor section to the southeast of the JCU (Img. 14).
Gran Chaco JCU

The conditional occupancy of jaguar was 100% in 75% of the sample sites in Paraguay south of the Gran

Chaco JCU (the so-called Defensores corridor sections) and 23% of the sites in Bolivia south of the JCU (the
Guanacos corridor section) (Img. 14). All sampled prey species had >75% probability of use in 100% of

the sample sites in Paraguay, whereas in Bolivia tapir were conspicuously rare, with a >75% probability of
use in only 8% of the sample sites (Img. 14). A more widespread high conditional occupancy was evident

for other prey species in Bolivia, however, values for white-lipped peccary and Chacoan peccary illustrated

low estimates in the western most sample quadrants (Img. 14). The estimate of site use by at least five of
the six prey species sampled was >75% in all of the sample quadrants except for one in Bolivia (97%) and

consequently the pattern in site use by prey species and jaguar was the same as jaguar alone (Img. 14). The
probability of all sampled species using a sample site was ≤25% in all sample quadrants in Bolivia, while in
Paraguay 75% of the sample quadrants had an estimated occupancy of >75% (Img. 14).
Chaco JCU

Estimates of conditional occupancy for jaguar in the sample sites adjacent to the Chaco JCU (Impenetrable

and Interfluvio corridor sections) were ≤50%, as were estimates for white-lipped peccary except for one
sample quadrant (Img. 14). For tapir, estimates of conditional occupancy were mostly ≤50% although in

the corridor north of the JCU (the Interfluvio corridor section) 44% of sites had estimates >75% (Img. 14).
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Giant anteater was common throughout the sites with all sample quadrants having estimates of conditional

occupancy >75%, while estimated site use by Chacoan peccary was generally high whereby 66% of the
sites had estimates of conditional occupancy of >75% (Img. 14). Overall, the probability of five of the six
prey species using a sample site was high throughout the study area with an estimated occupancy of 93%.

However, no site had more than a 50% probability of being used by five of the six prey species and jaguar and
all sample sites had no more than a 25% probability of being used by the suite of sampled species (Img. 14).

Image 14. Conditional occupancy estimates for jaguar, tapir, white-lipped peccary, Chacoan peccary, giant anteater,
five of the six prey species potentially present at each site (includes gray brocket deer and collared peccary), five of
the six prey species and jaguar, and the entire suite of sampled species (includes puma) in corridors adjacent to the
Chaco (A), Gran Chaco (B) and Baritú – Calilegua (C) JCUs.
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Discussion
This is the first research to employ interviews in an occupancy modeling framework to estimate corridor
use by jaguar, puma and prey species over a large geographic area covering two different Jaguar Geographic
Regions (Southern Andean Tropical forest and Chaco Dry forest). The design of the sampling, in designated
connectivity corridors adjacent to Jaguar Conservation Units, was intended (and proved to be useful) to
asses not only the environmental and anthropogenic factors determining corridor use by focal species,
but to serve as an indicator of the effectiveness of neighboring sectors of the JCUs in producing jaguars to
surrounding areas.

We found that our methodology, as well as the sampling effort, was adequate to detect focal species when

present with a high level of frequency ranging from 57% - 97% of samples (Table 8). Furthermore, based
upon species specific detection probabilities, we estimated that between one and four samples were

sufficient to detect all focal species within our study sites with at least a median certainty of 95% (Img. 15).
Our data and analysis indicate that gray brocket deer, collared peccary and puma are found throughout

the sample areas. These results were expected, as both the gray brocket deer and the collared peccary

are widely recognized as fairly resistant to hunting and habitat modification and adaptable to a variety of
habitat types (Altrichter and Boalgio 2004; Redford and Eisenberg 1989). Similarly, the puma is widely
recognized as an extremely adaptable species (Nowell & Jackson 1996). Their commonality and resilience

to human activities throughout the study area is also undoubtedly related to widespread spatial and
temporal availability of the grey brocket deer, as this species constitute the bulk of the puma´s diet across
both Chacoan (Ayala and Noss, unpublished data) and Yungas (Perovic, 2002) environments.

Other species, although less common, still illustrated relatively high mean predicted (unconditional) site
use ranging from 0.60% - 0.79% (Table 8). Both tapir and white-lipped peccary showed greater site use
for areas with greater mean annual rainfall, higher forest cover and were sensitive to the proximity to

human settlements. Given that the main pressures and threats facing both species across their range are

invariably related to human activities (Brooks et al. 1997; Altrichter et al. 2012), the lack of a significant

effect from the number of puestos would be an unexpected result if we do not consider that, according to
local informants, in many instances the presence of these species was only occasional (and highly seasonal),

involving individuals (tapir) or herds (white-lipped peccary) using the sampling unit during short periods.

Overall results, however, indicate that compared to anthropic factors more localized environmental factors

such as surface water availability are more likely to determine the patterns of occurrence of both these
species.
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The general commonness of red brocket deer in the Yungas and lack of response to covariates is consistent

with previous research in the study area (Cuyckens et al. 2014) The lack of response to the covariates
would suggests that red brocket deer is a widespread habitat generalist and resilient to hunting.

Image 15. Cumulative probability of detection for focal species over 6 samples. Boxes represent 25th and 75th quartiles,
horizontal line within the box is the median, vertical lines and dots represent the full data range. Dotted horizontal
line demarks 0.95 probability of detection.
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However, detections of red-brocket deer within

them at greater risk to non-local urban hunters

of montane subtropical forest usually restricted to

explain their positive relationship with distance

compared to the other peccary species. This would

our sampling units were always related to patches

from population centers. Finally, we found that the

disjunctly distributed sites above 700 m.a.s.l. and

Chacoan peccary was indifferent to percent forest

on steep slopes. The absence of a strong response

cover, which is contradictory to previous research

to anthropic factors at the scale of our sampling

from Argentina (Altrichter and Boaglio, 2004) and

units, could also lead to an erroneous conclusions

may be a result of our sampling over a larger area

on the resilience of this species to hunting and

of the species range.

human associated disturbances if we do not
take into account that both rural inhabitants and

associated domestic fauna (e.g. cattle and dogs)
do not use this rugged landscape homogeneously.

Rather, they concentrate their activities on the
most accessible areas such as along rivers, streams

and mountain ridges, which effectively creates
refugia for the species in the remaining areas.

Our analysis suggests that Chacoan peccary is
relatively tolerant to puestos at the scale of the
sampling units but sensitive to the proximity to

Image 16. Chacoan Peccaries or Taguas in a newly
established cattle ranch in northern Paraguay.

population centers. The propensity of the Chacoan
peccary to use upland flats with sandy soil habitats

Giant anteaters have been shown to tolerate

(Saldivar 2014), which are generally drier and

anthropogenic land use, although dependent upon

less productive than other habitat types and

forest fragments (Wetzel, 1982). This is supported

consequently less frequented by local peasants and

by our results as we found no relationship with

their cattle at the sampling unit scale, could explain

percent forest cover or anthropogenic factors.

the relatively low effect of the number of puestos in

The strong effect of precipitation and subsequent

predicting occurrence. On the other hand, Chacoan

limited occurrence within the humid Yungas forest

peccaries are attracted to roads, a behaviour

is not surprising, given that at its southernmost

which is probably related to subtle changes in

range this species, as well as other large xenarthrans

vegetation structure and higher availability of

(e.g. giant armadillo, Priodontes maximus), are

some unknown resource in relation to the forest

known to be largely restricted to the Chacoan

interior (Saldivar, 2014), which in combination to

environments where the diversity and abundance

other behavioural traits such as its diurnal habits

of their food base (e.g. leaf cutting ants of the Atta

and the fact that they do not immediately flee

and Acromyrmex genera) is higher (Bucher, 1987).

when encountered by humans (Oliver, 1993), put
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For jaguar we found important negative effects from anthropogenic factors, at a local scale the presence of rural

residences (puestos) were significant in determining the probability of site use, which was consistent with
conclusions of Altrichter et al. (2006), while at a landscape scale decreasing distance to human settlements

also was significantly related to reduced site use by jaguars. Given that in productive landscapes, such as in

our study area, jaguar distribution and occurrence in different habitat types are much more likely to be a
function of human activities than by actual habitat preferences (Zarza et al., 2007; Monroy-Vichis et al., 2007),
these results are not surprising.

Overall, jaguars were not using the majority of

the areas sampled. Only the corridor sections to
the southeast of the Baritú – Calilegua JCU (Santa

Rosa corridor section) and to the south of the

Gran Chaco JCU in Paraguay (Defensores corridor

sections) demonstrated a mean occupancy of >75%
across sample sites (Image 14). Using the criteria

of corridor delineation of Zeller et al. (2011) and
Petracca et al. (2014) of a >75% probability of site
use by jaguar and >90% probability by a subset
of prey species, further illustrates this pattern

whereby only the corridor sections southeast of the
Baritú – Calilegua JCU in Argentina and south of the

Image 17. Mean conditional occupancy and 95%
confidence intervals for jaguar in sampling areas in
connectivity corridors adjacent to the Chaco, Gran Chaco,
and Baritú – Calilegua Jaguar Conservaton Units (JCUs).

Gran Chaco JCU in Paraguay are dominated by areas

meeting the criteria for designation as suitable
corridors (Image 17).

This pattern is of concern as it implies that dispersal, and thus connectivity, through the majority of the

corridor sections surveyed is minimal and, since the sample areas were adjacent to JCUs, that at least some
sectors of the JCUs are potentially not producing jaguars to surrounding areas. In the case of the Chaco JCU

in the Argentine Chaco, this was expected as the occurrence of jaguar in the region is limited and has been
in decline for several decades (Altrichter et al. 2006; Quiroga et al. 2013). The minimal use, however, of the

corridor northeastward of the Baritú – Calilegua JCU (Aguarague/Acambuco corridor section) and to the

southwest of the Gran Chaco JCU in Bolivia (Guanacos corridor section) was unexpected as both these JCUs
are designated as Type I and also deemed to experience frequent dispersal (Zeller 2007).

The mean site use by the focal prey species (at least 5 of 6 species) was high ranging between 88% - 100%.

This would suggest that prey availability does not represent a limitation in the observed pattern of site use
by jaguar. However, it is important to note at this point that in all the corridor sections where jaguars were
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an occasional rarity or absent, prey species comprising the bulk of the jaguar´s diet in both Yungas (Perovic,

2002) and Chaco (McBride et al. 2010, M. Velilla and J. Thompson unpublished data), though present, appeared
to occur at very low abundances.

Image 18. Location of suitable sites to maintain connectivity of jaguar through corridors based upon sites having an
estimated ≥90% use by five of six prey species sampled and an estimated ≥75% use by jaguar.
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Encounter rates of tapir and peccaries sign along reconnaissance “recce” walks at multiple sites in Yungas

(approximately 35 and 60 km walked per corridor section) were notably lower in the Aguarague/Acambuco

corridor section than in the Santa Rosa corridor section. Their distribution at the scale of the sampling unit

also appeared to be patchier in the Aguarague/Acambuco sites. Evidence of peccaries was also rare along
recces in the sites surveyed in the two corridor sections in the Argentine Chaco (totaling approximately 110

km) and in the Guanacos corridor section in Bolivia (totaling approximately 45 km). The apparent relative

scarcity of the species by which jaguars are most limited by may be a strong factor in precluding a wider use
of these areas by jaguars.

Finally, the overall impact of direct and indirect anthropogenic factors on the full assemblage considered is

evident in that only a mean 16% site use by the entire suite of sampled species was estimated for the 105
sampled quadrats which corresponds to 75% of the sample quadrats in Paraguay south of the Gran Chaco JCU
(Defensores) and 20% of the quadrats to the southeast of the Baritú – Calilegua JCU (Santa Rosa). Although

we confirmed the presence of jaguar in four of the six areas we sampled, site use for jaguar was significantly
high in only the aforementioned two areas in the Argentine Yungas and in the Paraguayan Chaco.

Image 19. Tapir emerging from the darkness near our base camp at Defensores.
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Image 20. Prime jaguar habitat in the Argentine side of the Baritú-Calilegua JCU.

5. THE CONSERVATION STATUS OF JAGUAR CONSERVATION UNITS AT THE SOUTHWESTERN EXTENT
OF THE SPECIES RANGE.
5.1. Baritú-Calilegua JCU
Status and threats.
To judge from proxy indicators (e.g. habitat loss) and input from local jaguar authority Pablo Perovic (APN),

the overall potential current range of the jaguar within the Argentine side of the JCU can be regarded as

fairly stable and similar to that displayed in the 1999 Jaguars in the New Millennium Workshop and 2006
Data Set Update exercise. The distribution of jaguars on the Bolivian side of the JCU has never been assessed

and consequently is poorly known. However, habitat loss and high levels of human activity in its southern
part (e.g. the agriculture expansion zone of Bermejo city), as well as agriculture encroachment along both
the western (e.g. along the Bermejo river) and especially the eastern limit with Argentina (e.g. along the Rio

Grande de Tarija and Itaú rivers), suggest that the species has been hit hard and lost ground precisely in areas
that are critical for connectivity with the Argentine population.
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According to Zeller (2007), the entire BaritúCalilegua JCU may harbour a jaguar population of

50-100 individuals. Based on limited density data
and intimate knowledge of the region, Perovic
(unpublished data) estimated a population of 162
individuals for the Argentine side of the JCU. In

September 2013, the National Park Administration

and the Wildlife Conservation Research Unit of
Oxford (WildCRU) University initiated a joint
venture to estimate jaguar numbers using camera
trap-based methods throughout the Argentine

side of the JCU. Though this survey is expected

to be completed by 2016, by the end of 2014
approximately 20% of the area had been covered

and 25 individuals were identified (P. Perovic, APN,

Image 21. Habitat loss and human encroachment along
the course of the rivers that form the Argentina-Bolivia
border, may be increasingly acting as a permanent barrier
to jaguar movement between the two countries, as they
avoid wandering within several kilometers of areas of
permanent human activity (above).

pers.comm.).

There is evidence suggesting that jaguars may

be locally increasing in number and recolonizing

certain areas within the Argentine side of the JCU.

For instance, according to Falke & Lodeiro (2008),
the surroundings of Baritú National Park were

perceived among locals as harbouring more jaguars
during their study than in the late 1990s. Similarly,

certain areas located west of Nogalar de los Toldos
National Reserve that were free from human-jaguar

conflicts until the late 1990s, registered high levels
of jaguar predation on cattle during their study,

suggesting an increase in jaguar activity in the area

(Falke & Lodeiro, 2008). After four years of cameratrapping surveys without any jaguar detections in

the forest owned by the agribusiness firm Ledesma
S.A.A.I, a female jaguar with one offspring was

photographed in 2014 (S. Albanesi, ProYungas
Foundation, pers. comm.), suggesting that jaguar

range expansion events may be occurring from
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adjacent source sites in Calilegua National Park.

With regard to connectivity with other jaguar

this study, jaguars have also been detected in recent

Widespread conversion of forest to agriculture land

According to reports from locals gathered during

populations, the prospects are less encouraging.

years in areas where they had not been recorded

has occurred all along the eastern limit of the JCU,

for decades, such as the edge of crop fields in the

reducing the original surface of contact between the

vicinity of Santa Rosa city, located ~25 km north-

Yungas and the Chaco ecoregions to a narrow band

(approx. 5 km wide) of degraded forest (Ojeda et al.,

east of Calilegua National Park. When asked about

the possible causes behind these events different

2012). High and well established human population

interviewees responded that they may be related to

densities along the entire length of a heavily transited

the increase in off-forest jobs in nearby population

road that runs throughout the Yungas-Chaco

centers and the availability of state subsidies,

transitional zone in both Argentina and Bolivia

which have reduced the necessity to enter deep

further decreases the likelihood of jaguars moving

into the forest to make a living and the concomitant

between these two ecoregions. Indeed, according to

persistent human activity associated with trails,

reports from local peasants gathered in 17 widely

streams, forest camps and so forth. At other

distributed settlements along the 200 km road

times, the sharp decline of forestry activities and

section that links Yacuiba city (Tarija department)

associated disturbances throughout the region was

to Boyuibe village (Santa Cruz department), jaguars

cited as a possible cause of the perceived recovery

have not been recorded in the vicinity of this road

of wildlife populations, including the jaguar.

for decades. This is not surprising given that jaguars

are limited as to where they can seek refuge in the
region and that the slightly undulating topography

that characterizes the Yungas-Chaco transitional

zone does not provide the level of protection
against human activities found westwards in the

more remote mountain ranges of the Yungas. The

establishment of a functional corridor between the
Baritú-Calilegua JCU and core jaguar populations

found in Chacoan environments (e.g. Argentine
Chaco and Gran Chaco JCUs) is both unattainable
and unfeasible.

Image 22. A jaguar track found along the shoreline of
the Santa María river, some 20 km north of Calilegua
National Park.
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Image 23. Evolution of large-scale conversion of forestlands into industrial monocultures in northern Argentina.
Deforestation along the Yungas-Chaco transitional zone has resulted in the loss of connectivity between the BaritúCalilegua (A) and the Chaco (B) JCUs (Modified from Adamoli et al. 2011).

It seems thus likely that the only potentially

in south-central Chuquisaca during the 1990s

JCU and other core jaguar populations may be

130 km further north of the Baritú-Calilegua

(Schulenberg & Awbrey, 1997), located some

remaining link between the Baritú-Calilegua

JCU. More recently, jaguars have been reported

found along the southern Yungas of Bolivia.

to occur in the Iñao National Park in northern

Jaguars are considered extinct across this

Chuquisaca (Huici et al., 2014), almost 300 km

region (Sanderson et al., 2002), that stretches

north of the Baritú-Calilegua JCU and some 120

from the Baritú-Calilegua JCU to the Carrasco-

km south of the Carrasco-Amboró JCU. These

Amboró JCU, located some 430 km further north.

reports show the potential for jaguar persistence

However, recent biological surveys conducted

in a handful of sites across the southern Yungas

in the “wall” that marks the edge of the main

of Bolivia that might facilitate species dispersal

Andean massif in Tarija department up to south-

from the Baritú-Calilegua JCU northwards to

central Chuquisaca department, have recorded

the Carrasco-Amboró JCU through a series of

the presence of jaguars in the Huacayoj and

successive stepping-stone movement steps.

Machigua ranges, both areas where the species
was believed to have been extirpated (M. Castro,
Geoambiente Ltda Environmental Consultancy;

pers.comm.). Jaguars were also reported to occur
in a large patch of montane subtropical forest
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occur even within protected areas where cattle
roam freely and hunting is not a prevalent
activity

(Perovic,

pers.comm.),

suggesting

that competition for food resources, habitat
alteration or avoidance to cattle by native large
mammals may led per se to prey base depletion

across extensive areas. In areas where a healthy
native prey base is not available, jaguars are

forced to rely heavily on cattle as the main prey

item (Perovic, 2002). Concentrations of nearly

Image 24. A highlander jaguar killed in 2014 in the
wet Puna of Tarija Department (Bolivia). The status of
jaguars in the mountains of southern Bolivia remains
to be assessed despite this region includes the only
potentially remaining links between the Calilegua-Baritu
JCU and other jaguar strongholds (Photo courtesy of C.
Oller, PROMETA).

feral animals along mountain streams (pers.

obs.) almost invite jaguar attacks and, when

this occurs, the subsequent rancher´s response
is highly predictable. It has been estimated
that 95% of jaguars deaths attributable to

humans in the Argentine Yungas are the result

Main threats to jaguars in the Baritú-Calilegua JCU

of retaliatory killing events (Perovic & Herran,

include prey base depletion, retaliatory killing,

1998), and that 6-7 jaguars are removed each

habitat fragmentation due to infrastructure

year as a consequence of human-jaguar conflicts

development and human encroachment. The

(Perovic, 1999). However, numbers may be

first two are related to the extensive cattle

considerably higher. For instance, according to a

ranching system practiced in the region which

local informant which has been involved in a high

entails livestock directly interacting with local

number of jaguar retaliatory killings in the past,

wildlife all along the altitudinal gradient. The

at least 9 jaguars were removed from our study

presence of free-ranging cattle appears to exert

site at the so-called Santa Rosa corridor section

a strong effect on jaguar´s main prey species.

during the past year. From these, we have been

For instance, Perovic (2002) studied the effects

able to inspect the remains of seven individuals,

of livestock on native large mammals in the

including a cub. On the Bolivian side of the JCU,

Argentine Yungas and noted that the relative

local informants referred to recent human-

abundance of large prey species in areas with

jaguar conflict events occurring in the San

livestock decreased by 62%, with the two species

Telmo range within the Tariquía Flora and Fauna

of peccary present in the region the most affected.

National Reserve in areas where recent road

In areas without cattle the tapir comprised up to

development associated with gas exploration is

62% of the total native prey biomass, whereas

providing access to formerly remote areas.

this percentage decreased to 2.9 % in areas with
livestock (Perovic, 2002). Important declines

of the jaguar´s main prey species in the Yungas
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Image 24. Human-jaguar conflict in the Argentine Yungas.

The hydrocarbon sector is an important source of financial resources for the region and, particularly in the

Bolivian Yungas, the bulk of royalties are primarily used to rehabilitate or build new roads. Of particular

concern is the on-going rehabilitation of the road that links Caraparí and Bermejo cities in Bolivia, which
bisects potential jaguar movement routes between the Tariquía Flora and Fauna National Reserve and the

north-easternmost extension of the JCU in Argentine territory (the so-called Río Seco sector). Royalties
from hydrocarbon extraction has also brought additional pressures to the area through its stimulus to

investment, production and trade, which have attracted large numbers of people in search of land and
economic opportunities. Ultimately, many of these people have established themselves as small-scale

farmers and cattle ranchers along the roads and rivers that forms the “V” shaped Bolivia-Argentine border.

For instance, the increase in settlements and small-scale agricultural plots which occurred during the
1990s along the Itaú river appear to have obstructed key linkages to source areas in Tariquía and resulted

in the recent local extirpation of jaguars from nearby sink areas in Argentina (Perovic & Herrán, 1998)
such as the Acambuco reserve (Barbarán, 2004; this study). There is also evidence suggesting that jaguar
movement across the Rio Grande de Tarija has already been compromised as a result of the advance of the
agricultural frontier and associated increases in human activities along its floodplain (Sosa, 2009).
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In February 2015 a preliminary Action Plan for the
Conservation of the Jaguar in the Argentine Yungas
was officially presented.

This initiative is being

launched by the APN and the environmental agencies

of the governments of Salta and Jujuy provinces,

within which the Argentine side of the JCU is included.
The World Land Trust is raising funds to buy and
put in place a conservation program for the Finca El

Pantanoso (44 km2). This private property is of great

strategic importance because it forms a corridor
between Calilegua National Park to its south and

Image 25. An hydrocarbon financed wave of
infrastructure development threatens with isolating the
north-easternmost extension of the Baritú-Calilegua JCU
from the rest of the population.

Estancia Urundel (a private property included in

the so-called Santa Rosa corridor section surveyed
during this assessment) to its north.

Increasing levels of road traffic and human

5.2. Chaco JCU

encroachment along the paved road that bisects the

Baritú-Tariquía corridor is also of concern. According
to recent studies, however, this corridor still remains

Status and threats.

Human encroachment has been also occurring along

fieldwork it seems likely that jaguars in the Chaco

functional for jaguars (Cuyckens et al., 2014).

Based on the evidence gathered during the

JCU underwent steep declines some 30-40 years

the fluvial terrace of the San Andrés river, which

prior to this study, when an apparent sharp decline

bisects the central third of the JCU, since the 1980s

in poaching levels may have been indicative of

(Hilgert & Gil, 2005). As to the extent which such a

a final crash in jaguar numbers. Although the

pattern of human occupation affects the movement

species still uses some areas included in the JCU

of jaguars between the southern and the northern

and surroundings (e.g. we have found punctual

sectors of the JCU in Argentina (between Calilegua

evidence of jaguar presence from times as recent

National Park and Baritú National Park) is unknown.

as 2014), this does not occur on a yearly basis

and, furthermore, in retrospect jaguar records for

On-going conservation activities/initiatives.

this region have been very scarce over the past
two decades. Given the small number of recent

The aforementioned on-going APN-WildCRU survey

jaguar records recorded in this landscape during

is aimed to estimate jaguar numbers throughout

this study and previous surveys in the region

the Argentine side of the JCU. It is scheduled to be

(Altrichter, 2006; Quiroga et al., 2013), the absence

completed by 2016.
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of a healthy natural prey base (Altrichter & Boaglio,

other factors in addition to the lethal effects of

(Gasparri & Grau, 2009), it appears conceivable

the landscape-scale collapse of prey populations.

hunting might have played an important role in

2004) and widespread habitat degradation

At this point, it is important to note that traditional

that the Chaco JCU does not constitute a source site

livestock management in the region has, since the

and no longer meets the criteria for designation

last quarter of the nineteenth century, been based

as a Jaguar Conservation Unit. With regard to the

on a system in which humans, their free-ranging

situation of the jaguar at the ecoregional scale,

livestock and their subsidized packs of predators

there are probably no more than 20 adult jaguars

in the entire Argentine Chaco (Di Bitetti et al., in

(domestic dogs) operate under a central place

foraging model around permanent settlements

press.).

known as “puestos” (Camardelli 2003). Since the
iniciation of the colonization process “puestos”

In general, the major environmental problems

have occupied areas located near perennial or

in the Chaco JCU and throughout the semiarid

seasonal water bodies (Mastrangelo, 2014) and

Argentine Chaco, of which the alarming decline

it is estimated that by the 1940s their expansion

in populations of jaguars and other large native

mammals (Morello et al., 2005) is only a symptom,

reached practically all the areas where this

critical resource is available (Adámoli et al. 1990).

are ultimately related to patterns of human

The concentration of livestock activity around

occupation historically biased towards the most

watering sites has resulted in a rather paradoxical

productive habitat patches and the use of low

landscape pattern, where the supply of the key

efficiency production systems not suited to the

limiting factor results in biomass reduction and

marked spatial and temporal variability of this

simplification of the structure of the vegetation

ecosystem.

(Morello & Saravia Toledo, 1959; Morello et al.,
2005; Macchi & Grau, 2012). The high degradation

Unsustainable rates of hunting have often been

of sites where primary production is naturally

cited as the main cause behind regional declines

high, in combination with cattle-led displacement

of populations of important prey such as peccaries

of native prey species from these sites which

(Altrichter, 2006) and prior studies indicate that

make up the bulk of jaguar´s diet (McBride et al.,

in the semi-arid Chaco of Argentina peccaries

2010), may have ultimately contributed to the

are rare or absent even in areas subjected to

widespread elimination of productive habitat for

subsistence hunting and supporting human

jaguars. The non-lethal risk effects of predation

densities as low as 1.2 inhab/km² (Altrichter,

(Brown, Laundre & Gurung 1999) in regions such

2005). However, regional range contractions

as the concerned, where hunting risk is spatially

of such high productivity species (Robinson &

predictable (e.g. close to roads, forest paths and

Redford, 1991; Robinson & Bodmer, 1999) in areas

watered areas located within a 5-6 km radius

of very low human density, where commercial

from a puesto), temporally unpredictable (e.g.

hunting is not widespread, may indicate that
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year-round) and where hunting usually involve

the use of dogs and thus strongly increase risk

effects in ungulates (Bateson & Bradshaw 1997;
Miller, Knight & Clinton 2001), may have also lead
to extensive areas affected by the so-called “empty

forest” syndrome (Redford, 1992). Conservation
challenges for the Argentine semiarid Chaco were

captured more than two decades ago by Redford et
al. (1990), who referred to the region as ‘‘one of the

greatest, yet least known, ecological catastrophes
in South America’’. The permanent occupation by

Image 26. The large number of puestos spread across
millions of hectares of forests is a distinctive landscape
pattern in the semiarid Chaco of Argentina, as well as
in the Chaco of Tarija and Chuquisaca departments in
southern Bolivia (above). Creole gaucho´s livelihoods are
mainly based on extensive cattle ranching, though wildlife
hunting involving the use of dogs is also a widespread
activity (below).

humans and associated domestic fauna of habitats

which are of disproportionate importance relative
to their areal extent for the persistence of the jaguar

and their prey base in semiarid environments

(McBride & Zavala, 2002; Reyna, 2007; O´Farrill
et al., 2014), combined with retaliatory killing

of jaguars imposed largely on these core areas,

has likely had disastrous consequences for the

demographic stability and long-term growth rate
of this jaguar population.

On-going and planned conservation activities.
Despite the great damage already inflicted upon

jaguar populations in the Argentine Chaco, there
are also reasons for hope as a conservation plan

for the species leaded by the National Parks
Administration

and

provincial

environment

authorities is in an early stage of development

(Perovic, pers. comm.). Moreover, the province of

Chaco (jurisdiction within which the Chaco JCU is
largely included), is considering the possibility of
creating a future jaguar translocation program to
reinforce the tiny remnant population of jaguars

inhabiting this region (Sofia Heinonen, The
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Conservation Land Trust, pers. comm.). From the National Department of Wildlife’s Office, the captive

breeding project being carried out by The Conservation Land Trust (CLT) in the Iberá wetlands (Corrientes

province) as a source of individuals for the realization of these reinforcements looks promising. Moreover,
CLT is interested in working simultaneously on the Iberá jaguar reintroduction and the reinforcement of

the Chaco population. Jaguar releases would be carried out at the Impenetrable National Park, located

adjacent to the north-eastern limit of the JCU. This protected area, created in 2014 from formerly private
lands includes the last large and uninhabited tract of forest with permanent sources of water in the region
and likely harbours the largest concentration of large mammals found in the Argentine Chaco (Martínez

and Caruso, 2013). If these plans are finally executed, the last jaguars of the Argentine Chaco will have a
new opportunity.

5.3. Gran Chaco JCU

Image 27. A jaguar patrolling the dry forest of spiny, thorny shrubs and low trees of the Gran Chaco
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Status and threats.

still mostly confined to the aforementioned original
focal area, although additional deforestation

foci and increases in traffic flows and human

Several camera traps surveys have been conducted

activities are emerging among protected areas

to quantify jaguar abundances in the Bolivian side

of the JCU (Cuéllar et al., 2003; Maffei et al. 2004;

throughout this region. According to the chief park

Montaño et al. 2007). However, the total area

ranger at Defensores del Chaco National Park this

phenomenon is at its very early stages across much

surveyed only covered small portions (approx. 4%)

of the territory and consequently its impacts on

of the vast Kaa Iya National Park, hampering the

jaguars are not yet readily discernible. However,

generation of reliable estimates of the number of

in the areas with a longer history of deforestation

jaguars even for this single protected area. Jaguar

and human occupation the frequency of traces and

abundances have never been assessed in the

direct sightings of jaguars began to decrease about

Paraguayan side of the JCU. In the absence of sound

ten years ago, coinciding with local increases in road

information and as a conservative best guess, it

traffic from cars and trucks driving on a daily basis

has been suggested that the entire Gran Chaco JCU

in and out from old and newly established cattle

may harbour a jaguar population > 500 individuals

ranches (Silvino González, SEAM, pers. comm.). The

(Zeller, 2007).

population of jaguars in the Paraguayan side of the

JCU is thus decreasing in its south-eastern and east-

During the last decade habitat loss and human

central sectors and the conditions to suffer from

encroachment began pushing into the western,

widespread range contractions and population

northern and north-eastern fringes of the Gran
Chaco JCU in Bolivia (Redo, 2010; Müller et al.,

declines over the next decade are already in place.

2014). As for 2014, however, the territories located
within its limits (most of them protected in the Kaa

Iya and Otuquis National Parks), have remained

largely free from significant impacts. Consequently,
the overall conservation status of the species within

the Bolivian side of the JCU can be regarded as
fairly stable and similar to that described in earlier

priority setting exercises (Sanderson et al., 2002;

Zeller, 2007; Maffei et al., 2012). Prior to 2000,
the main focal area of land-cover conversion and
human activity in the Paraguayan side of the JCU
was largely restricted to its south-eastern and

Image 28. A road-killed ocelot in the Paraguayan side
of the Gran Chaco JCU. There is a constant, increasing
demand for construction of new roads, as well as
widening and expansion of existing ones, bringing an
array of deleterious effects on local wildlife populations.

east-central sectors, from the road that marks the

eastern limit of Defensores del Chaco National Park
eastwards. Today, substantial land-cover change is
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held in Brazil in November 2009 (Nijhawan, 2012).
In some areas, the limits of the two JCUs are barely
5 km apart and although there is no information on

the status of jaguars across this region where the
Bolivian, Paraguayan and the Brazilian Pantanal

meet, large-scale transformation has been limited
to date and jaguars should be making a wide use

of the marshy territory that spread between the
two JCUs. For instance, jaguars are known to be
widely distributed in the Pantanal Paraguayo

which spreads along the shoreline of the Paraguay
river for approximately 280 km and is contiguous
to the southern prolongation of the Pantanal JCU

(Silvino González, SEAM, pers. comm.; Pepe Cartés,

Image 29. Changes in forest clearings (top panels) and
road development (bottom) around Defensores del
Chaco National Park from 1986 (left panels) to 2011
(right panels). Source: Saldívar, 2014.

Camera

trap

surveys

have

Biodiversidad Paraguay Project, pers. comm.).

There are, however, several on-going or planned
mega-projects

documented

with

the

potential

to

have

considerable impacts on connectivity conservation

transboundary movements of jaguars within the

initiatives between the Gran Chaco and the Pantanal

limits of the Gran Chaco JCU at the Palmar de las

JCUs. One of them is the Mutún iron and steel mining

Islas area, a system of wetlands located in the

project located in Bolivian territory, some 25 km

center of the JCU that spreads across both Bolivian

and Paraguayan territory (Romero-Muñoz et al.,

southwest of Puerto Suárez (Bolivia)/ Corumbá
(Brazil) cities. The Mutún is not working at present,

2007). Transboundary movements have been

though the Administration of President Evo Morales

also registered in the north-eastern sector of the

recently confirmed that it will be relaunched in

JCU, where two female jaguars with GPS radio-

2017. In the meanwhile, infrastructure development

collars repeteadly crossed the Río Negro river into

is on the increase in its area of influence, which

Bolivia´s Otuquis National Park (McBride, 2009).

comprises the territories lotated between Otuquis

These movements are likely to occur all along the

National Park and the border with Brazil. Of

approximately 480 km frontier´s length included in

particular concern is the recent rehabilitation of

the JCU´s limits.

the Puerto Suárez – Mutún - Puerto Busch route

(which bisects the shortest path between the Gran

With regards to connectivity to other JCUs, the north-

Chaco and the Pantanal JCUs), and the planned

eastern sector of the Gran Chaco JCU is adjacent

railway aimed to link the locality of Motacusito to

to the south-western limit of the Pantanal JCU as

Mutún and Puerto Busch, which would imply the

delineated in the National Action Plan Workshops
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construction of a 100 km embankment across the

The latter is also bisected by an additional road

Beyond impacts on the natural hydrologic processes

along which massive clearing has occurred during

linking the cities of Concepción and San Matías,

wetlands located east of Otuquis National Park.

the last decade (Müller et al., 2014). As to the extent

occurring in this region, this project will ignite the

which the on-going patterns of human occupation

overall transformation of the region by turning the

and deforestation along these roads affects the

small military post at Puerto Busch into a new pole

movement of jaguars across this region, is unknown.

of economic development.

The railway will facilitate the future export of steel,

Infrastructure development within the COSIPLAN

south-eastern Bolivia along the Paraguay-Paraná

Paraguayan government. For instance, plans to pave

framework also figures high in the agenda of the

iron and agriculture commodities produced in

the 609 km long Carmelo Peralta-Pozo Hondo road

Waterway, a mega-project of imminent execution

(which crosses the Paraguayan Chaco from east

aimed to increase efficiency of commodity

to west) are at an advanced stage and are already

transportation from Puerto Cáceres (Brazil) down

generating new options for production and creating

the Paraguay and the Rio de la Plata rivers to the

new economic development poles all along its

Atlantic coast. The Paraguay-Paraná Waterway is

length. Additionally, the rehabilitation of the 835

part of the portfolio of priority projects of the so-

km long Trans-Chaco road (which also cuts through

called South American Infrastructure and Planning

the Paraguayan Chaco) started in January 2015 and

Council (COSIPLAN, formerly known as IIRSA), a pan-

is likely to further accelerate land-use change rates

continental planning strategy aimed to strengthen a

in the region. These two infrastructures bisects

comprehensive insertion of South American nations

jaguar corridors previously delineated across the

in world markets. The infrastructure linkages

Paraguayan Chaco between the Gran Chaco and

promoted by COSIPLAN generate new options for

the Chaco JCUs which have been already affected

production and create new economic development

by habitat loss to such an extent that a major re-

poles, increasing anthropogenic pressure and

delineation is unavoidable.

ultimately changing the environment over large

territories. This is the case of the west-east oriented
600 km Santa Cruz-Puerto Suárez road (included

Cattle ranching on planted pastures of cleared land

which large-scale agriculture-driven deforestation

Paraguayan Chaco, where deforestation numbers

is the major driver of forest loss throughout the

in the COSIPLAN´s central interoceanic hub) along

have been showing alarming and sustained rates

and colonization pushing into the northern and

of change during the past decade (Hansen et al.,

north-eastern fringes of the Gran Chaco JCU in

2013). For instance, 81,713 ha of forest were lost in

Bolivia is on the increase (Tito Vidaurre, Nature

2004, reaching 398,788 ha in 2011 (an increase of

Bolivia Foundation, pers. comm.). This road cuts

388%). During that same period, a total of 2102,219

through jaguar corridors linking the Gran Chaco to

million ha of natural vegetative cover were lost,

the Pantanal and to the Noel Kempff Mercado JCUs.
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Image 30. Remains of a jaguar and a Geoffroy’s cat in a household near the southwestern limit of Kaa Iya del Gran
Chaco National Park

with an average rate of change of 262,777 ha/year.

M. Campos-Krauer, CCCI; A. Glatzle, INTTAS, pers.

Environment (SEAM), shows that in just six months

of brush located amid the pastures (Areskoug,

comm.). Jaguars themselves are able to use corridors

More recent estimates from the Secretariat for the

2001; Ángel Brusquetti, WCS, pers. comm.) and

(from August 2013 to January 2014) 117,891 ha of

readily make use of man-made water reservoirs

forest (or 785 ha per day) were lost in the Paraguayan

(McBride, 2009), suggesting that the savannah-

Chaco. In the highly intensive grass-feed operations

like landscapes resulting from this production

prevailing in the region, however, livestock is not

system can be permeable to jaguar movement. A

connected to the local environment to the extent

main problem of this production system, however,

observed in extensive systems. As a result, the areas

is that it frequently aims to put into production all

adjacent to pastures that have not been cleared

legally permited land with positive rent in order to

consists of largely undisturbed forest patches where

maximize revenues, and in most cases this is likely

wildlife (including important prey species such as

to be inadequate to preserve undisturbed patches

peccaries and tapir) can thrive as long as poaching

of natural habitat large enough to harbour resident

by employees working in a ranch is controled (J.
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individuals. Moreover, reports of jaguars being

in a population. Therefore, removal rates biased

common throughout the species range in the largely

effecs on the viability of jaguar populations in the

towards females may have particularly deleterious

killed in retaliation of predation events on cattle are

region.

privately owned Paraguayan Chaco and while some
landowners are concerned about killing jaguars
and will tolerate punctual losses, others will even

Given that large-scale forest conversion is a

species from their properties. The killing of jaguars

much of the Paraguayan Chaco jaguars are still

relatively recent phenomenon (<15 years) across

pay up to 250 USD per jaguar killed to eradicate the

widely distributed (Laura Villaba, WCS, pers. comm.;

is further promoted by the fact that employees that

Juan Campos Krauer, CCCI, pers. comm.). However,

live on cattle ranches often receive an economic

extinction debts due to recent past and on-going

recognition for the number of calves weaned.

pressures may occur over most of the central and

Consequently, they will shot on sight any large

southern thirds of the region, where there are no

predator roaming in a ranch. At other times, when

large protected areas from which individuals can

a freshly killed calf is encountered, they will spray it

re-colonize lost ground.

with the so-called Asuntol (coumaphos), a pesticide

widely used for control a wide variety of livestock
ectoparasites. In regard to this, a local informant

On-going/planned conservation activities.

have been found dead less than 100 meters apart

In Paraguay, the Secretariat of the Environment is

with this organophosphate. According to McBride

under the directives of the national jaguar

referred to instances in which up to three jaguars

currently formalizing the actions to be undertaken

from a carcass which had been previously sprayed

conservation law (law 5302). Three working groups,

(2009), of the 22 confirmed jaguar mortalities

consisting of participants from governmental

documented in a two year period in different cattle

and non-governmental organizations, academia

ranches across the Paraguayan Chaco, 18 were

and private sector stakeholder groups, have

of females or kittens. The smaller home ranges of

been formed to address aspects of research and

females (which make them more predictable in

monitoring, the role of public and private protected

their movements), their propensity to return to a

areas, and the development of protocols to address

kill site when they are rearing cubs, as well as the

issues pertaining to human-jaguar conflict.

high kill rates on cattle for females with offsprings

(Jedrzejewsky et al., 2014), are likely explanations

for the sex-biased killing of jaguars observed in

The Wildlife Conservation Society-Paraguay is

strength with which a source population of jaguars

located in the north-eastern sector of the JCU

working with cattle owners at eight ranches

the aforementioned ranching developments. The

to communicate ways domestic animals can be

can supply individuals for neighboring regions is

managed to improve production and reduce losses

critically dependent on its intrinsic capability for

to cats.

growth, itself a function of the number of females
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Image 31. The Santa Cruz-Puerto Suárez road of south-eastern Bolivia. Land-use and land-cover change (1975-2008)
map within a 50km buffer north and south of the main highway (dashed lines). Source: Redo, 2010.

In 2015, Guyra Paraguay formally designated a

put in conservation in the region where the Chaco,

to manage research and conservation activities

This region is of outmost importance to promote

jaguar program within its organizational structure

the Chiquitano dry forest and the Pantanal meet.

oriented directly towards jaguar and prey species.

connectivity between the Gran Chaco, Pantanal and

Guyra is currently initiating jaguar conservation

Noel Kempff Mercado JCUs.

activities addressing livestock depredation in the
Paraguayan Pantanal, and is planning to expand its

jaguar conservation and research activities to areas
located within the limits of the Gran Chaco JCU as
well.

In Bolivia, Natura Bolivia Foundation is working

for the establishment of a conservation corridor

involving various protected areas and private land
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6. WHERE ARE WE, WHERE DO WE WANT TO GO AND HOW WE DO IT? JOINING UP DIVERSE
INTERESTS AND STRENGTHS TO FULFIL JAGUAR CONSERVATION PRIORITIES IN THE SOUTHERN
RANGE OF THE SPECIES.
The countries comprising the southern range of the

conservation community and to help fill the major

policies, institutions and opportunities for jaguar

proposed activities are designed to contribute in

conservation gaps identified across the region. The

jaguar are characterized by different perceptions,

the abate of some of the most critical threats facing

conservation. In all three countries, the natural

jaguars and seek to foster the enabling conditions

areas inhabited by the species are also occupied by

for their long-term conservation. These activities are

different groups of agents, with different social and

technically appropriate and based on best practices

economic characteristics, that make different use of

and lessons learned whenever possible, focus

the lands they have access to. The status of jaguars

appropriate use of existing regulatory mechanisms

and the time-frame in which some of such uses

and capitalize on the specific value-added traits of

would probably have a difficult to reverse impact

relevant stakeholder groups.

on the creation of a regional-wide conservation

strategy suited to the species, also vary across
the ample spectrum of environmental and socio-

In order to understand the rationale behind the

where both jaguars and humans co-occur. The

a background of essential site-specific information

proposed activities, in the following lines we present

economic conditions typically found in the areas

on the current situation and main threats to jaguars.

expansion and prioritization of Panthera´s work

Then, we report on the type of activities and on the

in the region must consider such differences to

areas where near-term conservation action and

increase the probability of success in conservation

funds would have the greatest impact on conserving

investment and, as long as the core focus of the JCI is

jaguars and in moving Panthera´s conservation

not diluted, build on existing structures to catalyze

agenda forward.

the implementation of on-the-ground conservation
actions.

Southern Yungas region

Recognizing that there is no one-size-fits-all solution

to jaguar conservation across the areas of concern
for this assessment, the ultimate goal of this section

Conservation status of jaguars and the JCI network:

linked to the JCI´s core focus. An operational map of

•

is to highlight near-term priorities for action directly
conservation activities suited to local human and

The overall status of jaguars in the Argentine
side of the Baritú-Calilegua JCU can be regarded
as fairly stable. There are national and sub-

environmental dimension aspects, is also proposed.

national institutions actively involved in jaguar

The ultimate goal of such recommended activities

is to go further in bringing together the currently

•

isolated conservation efforts developed by the
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Baritú-Tariquía corridor, the status of jaguars

development of a transboundary conservation

systematically assessed and consequently it is

counterparts.

strategy in coordination with Argentinean

in the Bolivian side of the JCU has never been

•

poorly known. There is no jaguar conservation
•

action in this area.

and impedes informed decision making and

between jaguar populations found in the Yungas

•

both unattainable and unfeasible.

There are a few scattered jaguar reports from

Bolivian side of the JCU would be constrained by
conservation issues.

Baritú-Calilegua jaguar population “connected”

to the rest of the JCI network through a series of

Proposed lines of action:

of Bolivia. There is no jaguar conservation

•

stepping stone steps along the southern Yungas
action across this region.

In the Argentine side of the Baritú-Calilegua JCU,

improvements in husbandry practices increasing
tolerance to jaguars and reducing the impact of

Main threats to jaguars and to the JCI network:

extensive cattle ranching on the habitat and on
prey populations would be the best course of

In the Argentine side of the Baritú-Calilegua JCU

•

widespread retaliatory killing of jaguars, prey base
depletion and habitat degradation are the main

action.

In the Bolivian side of the JCU, the generation
of information on population state variables of

jaguars (e.g. occupancy and absolute abundance)

immediate threats to the species. All three threats

and threats are the most immediate needs. The

are ultimately related to poor cattle husbandry

most cost-effective Panthera investments, would

practices.

also include the building of local capacity to

In the Bolivian side of the Baritú-Calilegua JCU,

undertake effective, analytical studies, design and

infrastructure development and agriculture

manage jaguar conservation projects, and training

encroachment along the border with Argentina

threatens with isolating the north-easternmost
•

Sustainability of potential interventions in the

conservation institutions in specific to jaguar

there probably still exists potential to keep the

•

action in a potentially critical area for connectivity.
the lack of capacity of local long-term committed

the region between the Baritú-Calilegua and

the Carrasco-Amboró JCUs. This suggest that

•

applicable to the region located between the
Baritú-Calilegua and the Carrasco-Amboró JCUs,

Opportunities for connectivity conservation
and the Gran Chaco ecoregions are likely to be

•

The aforementioned knowledge gap is also

•

sector of the JCU in Argentine territory.

The lack of baseline information on jaguars in

in adaptive management and critical thinking.

In the areas located between the Baritú-Calilegua

and the Carrasco-Amboró JCUs, the priority is the
generation of information on jaguar distribution

the Bolivian side of the Baritú-Calilegua JCU,

and threats.

hampers the informed prioritization of locally

suited conservation measures, as well as the
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Proposed activities:
•

the same property as long as the recipient
complies with the activities of previous period.

Activity 1: In the Argentine side of the JCU,

In addition to address key threats for jaguars
and their prey, the project would achieve far

the National Park Administration and the

reaching environmental and socioeconomic

local NGO Red Yaguareté launched in 2009 a

benefits. For instance, livelihoods of rural

Panthera/WildCRU funded conflict mitigation

families would be strengthened by improving

pilot project through improvements in local

animal production standards through access

cattle husbandry practices. The results were

to public compensation funds. Additionally, the

encouraging as both predation rates on

project area constitute an important source of

livestock and the number of jaguar retaliatory

water for both the local human populations

killing events sharply dropped in the project

and the approximately 200,000 ha of highly

site. The proposed activity is aimed to replicate

profitable agricultural land found in the flatter,

this successful experience over a broader area

downstream areas that flank the JCU by its east

located between Calilegua and Baritú National

side. Therefore, this project directly links jaguar

Parks, in the province of Salta. This area is widely

conservation needs with the preservation of

recognized as critical to promote connectivity
between

the

aforementioned

areas which are critical for the provision of one

protected

of the most valuable environmental services

areas, which form the backbone of the jaguar

provided by the Yungas. This project would

population in this JCU. To gain scale and long-

be developed in compliance with the Law

term financial sustainability, the project would

on Minimum Standards for Environmental

make use of the public compensation funds

Protection of Native Forests (Law 26.331/2007),

stipulated by the Law on Minimum Standards

the provincial protected areas law of Salta

for Environmental Protection of Native Forests

(Law 7107/2000) which specifically enables

(Law 26.331/2007). Panthera could make

corridors, the federal law Nº 25.688 for

a strong difference by assisting the fund

Environmental Water Management, the Law

applicants (landowners) in the preparation and

25.463 in virtue of which Panthera onca is

submission of the management plans for their

legally declared a National Natural Monument

properties as well as in spreading the example

and the Decree 1.660 which declares the

and experience by promoting public recognition

jaguar as a Natural Monument in the province

of their contribution to jaguar conservation.

of Salta. On-site conservation partners would

Sustainability of this strategy would be given

include landowners and settlers, the Secretary

by the compensation mechanism itself, given

for the Environment of the Province of Salta,

that once a landowner gets approved a multi-

the North-Western Delegation of the National

year conservation or sustainable use plan

Park Administration and a local conservation

for its forest, the compensation mechanism

organization (e.g. Red Yaguareté, ProYungas).

is designed to keep the funding ongoing for
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•

Activity 2: In the Bolivian side of the Baritú-

coherent with the fact that jaguars move on both

foundation of jaguar conservation management

conservation partners to execute this project

sides of the border. On-site beneficiaries and

Calilegua JCU, research on topics which are the

is urgently needed. The proposed activity is to
undertake a survey aimed to provide valuable

•

information to advance jaguar conservation.

would include the local NGO PROMETA and the
National System of protected Areas (SERNAP).

Activity 3: Despite its critical importance to

achieve the JCI´s goal for this region, there is an

The specific objectives of this survey would be

almost total lack of information on the status

to: i) estimate the density and total numbers of

of jaguars in the area between the Baritú-

jaguars in the Tariquía Flora and Fauna National

Calilegua and the Carrasco-Amboró JCUs. The

Reserve, which constitutes the only major

proposed activity is to conduct a large-scale

protected area in the Bolivian side of the JCU; ii)

occupancy survey to fill this critical knowledge

verify recent jaguar use in the areas located from

gap. It is important to note at this point that, if

Tariquía eastwards to the limit with Argentina,

the results of the proposed survey confirm that

iii) examine the relationships between jaguar

jaguars navigate along this landscape, there

population state variables and habitat features

exists good opportunities for the establishment

across the Bolivian side of the JCU (e.g. landscape

of synergies between jaguar conservation

characteristics, prey abundance, and human

and ecosystem services. Indeed, through their

activity), and iv) develop a comprehensive

innovative “Reciprocal Water Agreements”

threat assessment for the Bolivian side of the

initiative, Nature Bolivia Foundation is working

JCU. Given that scientific research can only be

in the development of a regional biodiversity

used to inform conservation practice if there

corridor linking the Tariquía Flora and Fauna

are sufficient trained personnel with the ability

National Reserve and the Amboró National

to interpret and apply its findings, and that

Park. Furthermore, Nature Bolivia Foundation is

local conservation institutions have limited

particularly interested in mainstreaming jaguar

capacity in jaguar ecology and monitoring

conservation into their corridor programs,

techniques, training on such topics for local

which largely overlaps JCI´s corridors thoughout

long-term committed stakeholders (PROMETA,

the country. One of the main advantages of

SERNAP) would be a fundamental part of the

including jaguar conservation concerns in

proposed activity. Through a mission funded

Nature Bolivia´s programs, is that over the

project, Panthera would be uniquely placed to

years they have built partnerships and gained

obtain the aforementioned useful information

the trust of the local communities, allowing for

and help strengthen local capacity. By doing

the creation of a platform to coordinate projects

this, Panthera would greatly contribute in

between an array of groups and people (e.g. sub-

setting the basis enabling the future creation

national governments and local communities)

of a unified strategy for the conservation of this

that would be otherwise very difficult and time-

transboundary population, which would be
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consuming to build. This not only guarantees so

•

much needed quick action, but also increases
the possibility of making the greatest on-

relevant jaguar conservation action in this area.

Jaguars in the Paraguayan side of the Gran

Chaco JCU are declining. There are some conflict
mitigation pilot projects in the area and plans to

ground impact with the resources available
in a country where local social processes

•

ultimately determine the sustainability of any
intervention. Jaguar conservation issues can be

develop research activities as well.

The status of jaguars from the limits of the
Gran Chaco JCU southwards is poorly known.

In Bolivia the species is still present in various

readily integrated in the protocols for cattle and

sites all along the border with Paraguay, while

forestry management already used by Nature

in the later country jaguars are supposed to be

Bolivia to protect water services provided by

still widely distributed though rapidly declining

the Yungas. Under this paradigm, the protection

across most of their “officially accepted” range.

of jaguar lands could occur to the benefit of both

There are no jaguar conservation activities

jaguars and the people who live there. This is not

across this vast region, neither in Bolivia nor in

a minor issue, in terms of social acceptance of
any conservation intervention, under Bolivia´s

•

current “pro-rural farmer” development agenda.

Providing technical assistance to Nature Bolivia

Paraguay.

Connectivity corridors previously delineated
across Paraguay between the Gran Chaco

JCU and the Argentine Chaco JCU have been

Foundation and building capacity in jaguar

conservation and research techniques, would

•

lead to major steps being taken in the right

direction for jaguar conservation in the country.

seriously damaged or lost over the past decade.

Opportunities for connectivity conservation
between jaguar populations found in the Gran
Chaco and Yungas ecoregions are likely to be

The proposed activity would be developed in

both unattainable and unfeasible.

partnership with Nature Bolivia Foundation.

Gran Chaco ecoregion

Main threats to jaguars and to the JCI network:

Conservation status of jaguars and the JCI network:

•

•

habitat degradation, landscape-scale prey base

collapse and human encroachment into the

The status of jaguars throughout the semiarid

most productive habitat patches, precludes the

Argentine Chaco is critical and the Argentine

spontaneous rebounding of jaguars. All three

Chaco JCU no longer meets the criteria for

threats are ultimately related to the combined

designation as a Jaguar Conservation Unit.

effects of poor cattle husbandry practices and

There are plans to reinforce/restore in coming
•

In the Argentine semiarid Chaco, widespread

patterns of human occupation historically biased

years this population of jaguars.

towards areas where the key limiting factor in

The overall status of jaguars in the Bolivian side

this dry environment (e.g. water) is available.

of the Gran Chaco JCU remain stable. There is no
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•

In the Paraguayan Chaco, widespread forest

Proposed lines of action:

main threats to the species and to the viability

•

loss and retaliatory killing of jaguars are the

of the JCI conservation network. The expansion

habitat of jaguars and through translocation of

last decade and the lack of economic incentives

individuals is at a very early stage of planning. It

to conserve jaguars and their habitat in private

will take some years to develop a comprehensive

lands are the direct drivers of threats. The

action plan for the restoration of jaguars in

optimal spatial prioritization of areas on which

the region. Meanwhile, the Law on Minimum

to direct conservation action is hampered by

Standards for Environmental Protection of

the very broad-scale and scattered nature of

Native Forests (Law 26.331/2007) provides

the available information on the distribution of

protection against widespread habitat loss in

jaguars.

the region, securing thereby the availability

Habitat loss and human encroachment in the

of ample and continuous forested areas in the

northern and north-eastern fringes of the Gran

years ahead on which future corridors within

Chaco JCU in Bolivia threatens the integrity of

the JCI framework may be established. For these

jaguar corridors previously delineated through

reasons, the Argentine Chaco is not considered

these areas. Both threats are related to the

recent expansion of cattle ranching on cultivated

•

pasture and largely unregulated occupation of
•

land.

a priority area for action in the near-term.

We are at a critical moment in the conservation
of the jaguar in the Paraguayan Chaco and this is

hardly the time for inaction nor hesitant action.

Human encroachment in the southern Bolivian

Options to secure their persistence across parts

Chaco along the border with Paraguay,

of their current range which are critical to fulfil

compromises the future usefulness of parts

the JCI´s objectives, still remain open. Reiterating

of this area to function as stepping stones

that our goal is to ensure that the portfolio of

for jaguars between the Gran Chaco JCU and

suggested priority lines for action stays central

the population that in coming years will be
•

population growth of jaguars through effective

protection, extension and optimization of the

of pasture-raised beef production during the

•

In the Argentine Chaco, the promotion of

to the development of an integrated regional-

reinforced/restored in the Argentine Chaco.

wide conservation strategy, under the current

Considering both the importance of the Gran

circumstances this would imply for Panthera:

Chaco ecoregion as a crossroad for jaguar

i) ensuring that adequate long-term committed

conservation, and the scale of threats it is facing,

resources and effort are spread across the areas

there are too few determined jaguar advocates

harbouring most potential for connectivity

in the field to collect information useful for

conservation between the Gran Chaco JCU and

conservation and to actively resolve conflicts

the Argentine border and, ii) avoiding gravitation

between jaguars and people.

toward the areas with the most visible and
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protected jaguar populations, where other

the United States. Opportunities for connecting

their efforts, while promoting the involvement

consumers with jaguar-conserving producers

European or American conservation-minded

conservation institutions already concentrate

should be explored in partnership with the

of such institutions in the delineation and

private sector. The use of a market-based

implementation of corridors between these

approach to jaguar conservation in private

areas. Timely research refining and updating

lands appear to be, at this moment and for the

our knowledge on jaguar distribution across the

foreseeable future, the most promising strategy

Paraguayan Chaco south of the Gran Chaco JCU,
and building trust with long-term site committed

•

conservation institutions working within the

limits of the Gran Chaco JCU, appear thus to

to advance jaguar conservation in the country.
In

Bolivia,

conservation

action

securing

landscape permeability to jaguar movement

in the northern and north-eastern fringes of

be the most critical near-term components for

the Gran Chaco JCU, at the crossroad between

setting the basis for the development of a truly

the Chaco, Chiquitania and the Pantanal, is the

regional-wide strategy. In order to succeed,

most pressing need. An additional line for near-

however, conservation objectives need to be

term action arising from existing opportunities

timely supported and upheld by locals. Since

to increase the level of protection at various

an overwhelming percentage of the Paraguayan

sites located in the southern Chaco of Bolivia

Chaco is in private hands (more than 80%), it

along the border with Paraguay, should also be

is clear that any conservation initiative aimed

considered. These opportunities are discussed

to exert an impact at the landscape scale can

in detail later in the text.

only succeed if it is developed hand in hand

with the private sector. This fact points to the

Proposed activities:

door of communication with the people and

•

urgent necessity of establishment of an open
the cooperatives that hold authority over lands

Activity 4: There is an urgent need to update
and refine our knowledge on jaguar status and

identified as critical for jaguars and, of course,

distribution across the Paraguayan Chaco, from

being sensitive to their legitimate interests.

the limits of the Gran Chaco JCU southwards to

Discuss about possible opportunities to jointly

the border with Argentina. There exist various

design strategies that brings economic benefits

recent reports from jaguars scattered throughout

while being compatible with conservation goals

this vast area. However, a systematic assessment

is an appropriate option under the current state

is needed to reliably ascertain their situation and

of affairs. Paraguay is now the world´s eighth

to ensure that future efforts are invested in places

top beef exporter and is on the way to get a

that offer the best opportunities for designing a

certificate to export to the European Union in

regional meta-population management strategy.

2015. In the medium-term, the Paraguayan

It is widely known that jaguars avoid disturbed

beef sector also aims to reach the markets of
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and developed areas, and that show higher

compliance with Article 3 of the recently adopted

streams, and dense marshes. Therefore, if future

onca in Paraguay, which recognizes the urgent

law 5302/2014 for the protection of Panthera

occupancy probabilities in terrain close to rivers,

need to improve our knowledge on the status

regional corridors are to be implemented across

and range of the species throughout the country

the region they must include as many of the above

in order to identify important areas for its long-

mentioned features as possible, so that jaguars can

term persistence. For the areas already known

disperse through preferred habitats without being

to harbour continuous jaguar populations, which

disturbed. These habitat traits directing natural

in Paraguay largely overlap the limits of the Gran

dispersal are still found along significant sectors

Chaco JCU, the priority is to ensure that corridors

of the Paraguay River and associated west-east

are timely designed and implemented between

oriented tributaries, from the Paraguay-Bolivia-

the large protected areas embedded in this

Brazil tri-national border downwards to the

landscape. The Wildlife Conservation Society has

Paraguay-Argentine limits, and then westwards

already delineated a series of large corridors in

all along the Paraguay-Argentina frontier´s

this area (Arano & Egea, 2014), and their work is

length. Options for regional-scale connectivity

most valuable in order to further advance in this

conservation are also likely to exist along the

path. A critical point to increase the likehood of

sparsely populated border with Bolivia south of

these corridors to be used by jaguars, however,

the Gran Chaco JCU. Due to its drier conditions and

would be to ensure that they include as many

remoteness, this area has remained to date less

of the riparian areas of the Timane system of

severely affected by the advance of the agricultural

temporary streams (that crosses the region in

frontier. While habitat suitability may be marginal

a west-east orientation) as possible. Panthera

to jaguars in some markedly dry areas, particularly

should convene a workshop with conservation

those found in its north-western sector, the

partners working in the region to develop and

species is thought to range it lengthwise. A survey

coordinate a launch strategy of this critical issue.

aimed to provide an updated assessment of jaguar

Finally, the effective conservation of jaguars across

occupancy and threats across the aforementioned

the Paraguayan Chaco requires that jaguars are

regions, would constitute Panthera´s best course

no longer perceived as a threat to the domestic

of near-term action in Paraguay. The importance

animals and consequently to the profitability of

of assessing the status of jaguars across the above

the prevailing economic activities. Certainly, the

mentioned regions was already noted in the

impacts of the expanding cattle sector on jaguar

2011 Workshop “The future of Jaguar in the Gran
Chaco” (Rumiz et al., 2012). However, four years

populations can be largely mitigated by judicious
zoning within and among contiguous private

and various opportunities lost later, none of the

lands and through the creation of economic

valuable recommendations included in the above

incentives increasing tolerance to jaguars by

mentioned document have been moved forward.

landowners. The legal land use restrictions of

The proposed surveys would be developed in
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preserving at least 25% of each farm’s surface

in pristine condition (Art. 42, Law 422/73) is

•

respected by a large majority of landowners, and

to be an optimal strategy to secure that jaguar

conservation is effectively achieved on the ground.
Activity 5: In Bolivia, the expansion of cattle

ranching on pastures in the northern and north-

provides the tool to advance in the first point.

eastern fringes of the Gran Chaco JCU, threatens

On the other hand, a market-based approach to

the future implementation of jaguar corridors

jaguar conservation is contemplated in Article

across these areas. Nature Bolivia Foundation,

8 of the Law 5302/2014, which establishes that

through its Reciprocal Watershed Agreements, is

the SEAM will lead the establishment of a system

currently working in the creation of a north-south

of certification of production which will import

conservation corridor across this region in which

competitive advantages for the producers in

important national, departmental, and municipal

jaguarlands. While representing an encouraging

protected areas would enter. As mentioned early

step in the right direction, it is a matter of concern

in the document, Nature Bolivia is interested in

for the effective and timely implementation of this

mainstreaming jaguar conservation in its corridor

law the lack of trust of the private sector in most

program. By providing technical assistance in

branches of government. Moreover, if the private

corridor biodiversity assessments and building

sector is unable to market its products, the public

the capacity and expertise of this strategic partner

sector will never get it. It simply does not know

to conserve and manage jaguars, Panthera would

how to do it. In addition, no producer seeks the

make an important contribution to advance jaguar

bureaucracy of a public certification. There exists

interests from part of the private sector in creating
a premium brand of high quality beef with a

•

special approach to breeding, feeding as well as

conservation across this critical area where the
Chaco, Chiquitanía and Pantanal meets.

Activity 6: In the southern Chaco of Bolivia

south of the Gran Chaco JCU, Nature Bolivia is also

raising animals in an ecologically-friendly context.

working in the creation of a bi-national (Bolivia-

A local informant working on this initiative

Paraguay) protected area. Mayors and officials of

acknowledged that a “jaguar friendly” eco-labeled

the municipalities involved in this initiative have

beef may harbour potential in some markets.

confirmed their interest in supporting it. The

Options in this regard should be explored and a

protected area would spread over approximately

meeting with the consortium of producers behind

3800 km2 on the Bolivian side, in a region where

this initiative should be promoted in order to

jaguars and other iconic species such as the

assess potentials. Certainly, there is a critical role

guanaco and the chacoan peccary are believed to

for “honest broker” NGOs in which the producers

co-occur. Financing a survey aimed to assess the

have trust to help further advance this initiative

status of jaguars and their prey in this area, would

without the bureaucratic difficulties typically

contribute to its proper preservation and would

posed by public certifications. Furthermore,

also secure that jaguar conservation concerns are

finding potential niches as external verifiers of

included in its management plan.

“jaguar-friendly” beef manufacturing, is likely
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Image 32. Map of activities.
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EPILOGUE.
In the context of a crowded world and globalized market where raw resources are dwindling, vast areas

across the southern range of the jaguar have become for the first time in history a strategic region, stimulating

an investment boom that dwarfs all previous commodity-based exploitation enterprises. This has already
unleashed economic and social forces that in the next few years will radically alter the range of the jaguar as

we know it today, shaping a shockingly new topography of the landscape of risk to the species. The jaguar is
increasingly becoming a conservation-dependent species and the current isolated efforts are not enough to

address today’s threats to the species. To secure their future, we need to coordinate and catalyse efforts to
move from the prevailing locally-based uni-sectoral reactive strategies to proactive cross-sectoral regional

jaguar conservation agenda. Perhaps the key insight gleaned from this survey is that within the context of

woefully inadequately funded environmental public agencies and politicians particularly pressed by social
and economic factors, the creation of productive landscapes friendly to both jaguars and the humans with

which they co-occur, is the steward of long-lasting jaguar conservation. This is an obvious widely accepted
statement, and far from reinventing the wheel the call is for moving it. Due to the fact that in productive
landscapes public conservation is usually minor and too expensive, an increasing number of foundations,

nongovernmental organizations, and citizens across the jaguar’s range are building promising partnerships
with communities and the private sector to garner local support or non-public finances for conservation

- from payments or reciprocal agreements for the protection of environmental services to marketing of
biodiversity-friendly products, incentive-based conservation contracts, co-management with communities

and public institutions and so forth. The full potential of harnessing the direction of these conservation tools

in ways that can save the jaguar is yet to be tapped. As Peter Forbes state in Coming to Land in a Troubled
World, “nothing is harder to do because it means making new arguments and new friends”. It also means
more presence in the field and in the offices of governments and business. However, this is part of the path

that jaguar advocates are called to walk. There is no universal formula to achieve jaguar conservation in a
sustainable way and opportunities need to be identified on a case-by-case-basis. In the areas covered by
this assessment, there exist reasonable potentials to further advance in this path. A number of Bolivian

policy tools create a demand for water ecosystem services, and clever programs mainstreaming jaguar
concerns in the preservation of areas providing this environmental service appear to be an appropriate

course for action to further advance jaguar conservation at the landscape scale. In Argentina, the national

zoning plan for native forests already offers a unique opportunity to integrate jaguar conservation into

the broader land use planning framework where political decisions are made. In Paraguay, successful
jaguar conservation strategies will be those included in the calculus that will continue to fuel the country’s
growing economic prosperity and the recently approved law for the conservation of the species clearly
points to this direction. Certainly, “The juggernaut of technology-based capitalism will not be stopped, but

its direction can be changed.” (E. O. Wilson). There is no doubt that, albeit its historic range has shrunk by
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more than 40% since the early 1900s and in the extreme ends of its current distribution their populations

have experienced an ominous decline, so far the Jaguar has done comparatively better than the Old World

members of the Pantherinae clade. Certainly, while much of the conservation efforts directed towards
great cats worldwide have shifted during the last decade to restoration of precarious populations and

linkages in small fractions of their former range, in the case of the jaguar the opportunity still exists to focus
mainly in preventive large-scale conservation approaches. Strive to connect differing interests to maintain
or enhance connectivity among jaguar populations is the most challenging aspect of nature conservation

in Latin America. But beyond difficulties, there is the imperative that we must guarantee this symbol of
wildness, its right to exist.
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